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Inquiry picks up speed
BALTIMORE (API - The special
federal grand jury investigating allegations of bribery, extortion and conspiracy against Vice President Spiro T
Agnew is quickening its pace in search
i of kickback evidence, planning two
working sessions this week, starting
today
First of the new testimony, a courthouse source said, will come from a
reluctant witness. William J. Muth. a
tormer Democratic Baltimore City
Councilman who has been active in
raising funds for Agnew campaigns for
governor in 1966 and as vice president
in 1968 and 1972.
Muth. apparently resorting to Fifth
Amendment protection, refused to

answer questions last Thursday when
the 22 member panel finally started
the case involving Agnew. two months
after the vice president was formally
notified by a Justice Department letter
that he was under criminal investigation
THE SOURCE SAID Muth. now
office manager for an engineering
firm, would be granted immunity and
forced to testify under threat of being
sent to jail for contempt
It was not disclosed what Muth is
expected to tell the jury about his connections with Agnew
Muth told newsmen last week, after
leaving the grand jury room, that the

Agnew investigation "is a lot of bull- "
The jury previously has been
meeting regularly only once a week, on
Thursdays.
Since Aug 23. when it handed up a 39count indictment against N Dale
Anderson,
the
Democrat who
succeeded Agnew as chief executive of
Baltimore County in 1966. the jury has
been in session only three timesincluding last Thursday when it opened
its criminal probe of the vice president
on direct orders of Atty Gen Elliot L
Richardson
A DAY LATER Agnew's lawyers
moved to halt the grand jury investigation, and also to silence all public discussion about alleged evidence already
before the jury or scheduled to be presented, if it ever is
U S District Court Judge Walter E
Hoffman Jr of Norfolk, assigned specially to handle the Agnew phase after
all nine federal judges in Maryland disqualified themselves because of friendship with the vice president, has fixed
Oct. 12 for a hearing here
Until Hoffman acts, though, the
federal prosecutors headed by U.S.
Ally George Beall of Maryland are
free to pursue their probe

Round of golf

Vic* president Spiro T. Agnew relax** whil* playing a round of goM Sunday al
th* Tamarisk Country Club with golf pro K*n Venturi.

Success of SDP overlooked
Editor's Note: The follow!** Is Ike
tecoad of a foar-part series on Ike University's Sindrnt Developmeal Program. Part Three will appear
tomorrow.
By Katal Halloa

With more than 70 per cent of its students still in school, the University's
Student Development Program (SDP I
is one of the most successful programs
for minority students in the country,
according to its director. Floyd K
Hagwell Jr
Yet many members of the University
community harbor misconceptions
about what happens in the program's
offices on the fourth floor of the Student Services Bldg . he said

Sitting at his cluttered desk. Bagwell
talked about the program's
accomplishments and the misconceptions that surround it.
"We've encouraged people to come
by and ask. What is the deal'' Few
have," he said "Rather than check us
out. they want to think up little detrimental things about us "
In Bagwell's view, the miscon
septions center on financial aid, admissions and academic assistance
SDP STUDENTS, like any other Umversify student, must be able to show
need and fill out the same forms as
other students to be considered for
financial aid, he said
And, contrary to popular belief, not

every student in the program receives
a full scholarship, he added While
most SDP students receive some kind
of aid, Bagwell estimated that about 18
of the approximately 1.200 SDP students are on full scholarships
One factor in the award of grant and
scholarship money to a university is
the strength of its minority population,
he said When the amount of aid is increased, more money is available (or
the entire student body, he added.
"If you can increase the amount
available for aid. it helps everyone."
Bagwell said
A high school student who wishes to
be part of SDP must meet the University's admission standards. Bagwell

Student jobs open on campus
Have you spent the last of your
pennies on books'1
Are you tired of eating peanut butter
and cracker sandwiches and washing
them down with a big glass of water''
Need a job'1
"It's just a guesstimate, but I would

imagine that there might be 300 to 400
jobs open on campus right now. and
maybe 75 to 100 off campus," Kurt
Zimmerman, director of student
employment, said yesterday
Zimmerman said the largest number
of jobs are in the five University cafe-

Government regulating
propane gas; oil next
QOKBUY

Paper supply low;
share your News
Remember the old phrase. "Take a shower with a friend"?
We're changing it to "Read The News with a friend."
Why? Because the newsprint shortage has finally struck home
The News was told yesterday by our printer that due to strikes at Canadian
paper mills he has only enough paper to print The News for two or three
weeks
"STRIKES AT THREE of the Canadian mills have hurt us. as did a
Canadian railroad strike during the summer." FE Houseman, plant superintendent at Allen C Foster Printing. Inc. in Toledo, said.
"Newsprint has to be conserved." he added. "We have enough left on our
floor for maybe two. possibly three weeks of publication
Naturally, we at the News nearly panicked Visions of breadlines danced
through our heads
But panic gave way to concentration. We put long, hard minutes of thought
into the matter and finally decided to alter our ways-at least slightly.
First, fewer copes of The News will be printed. Our press run of 11.500
copies will be reduced to 10,000 That should help
Second, you may notice beginning next week that the paper has a squat.
more compact look. We'll be getting the open spaces out of the pages
Third, and possibly most important, we will be limiting The News to six
pages starting Tuesday. So don't get the idea we're getting laiy-we're just
conserving.
THE NEWSPRINT shortage is serious. But there is hope.
The Canadian mills that supply Foster Printing have promised to supply us
with newsprint. They haven't said how much, or when, or what kind- but they
have promised.
And so do we. We'll do our best to keep serving the student body.
The problem is temporary-we hope. So please bear with us. We're

WASHINGTON lAPl
The Nixon
administration imposed government
control yesterday on the distribution of
propane gas and reluctantly promised
similar controls on home heating oil
within a few weeks
John A Love, director of the White
House Energy Policy Office, said
imposition of "mandatory allocation"
may not avert fuel shortages this
winter, but would at least distribute
available supplies fairly
He said the programs are needed "to
ensure that no home or hospital goes
without adequate heat and no farm is
without adequate propane
HEATING OIL is needed especially
in the Northeast and Upper Midwest
where winters are severe, while
propane is vitally needed by farmers to
dry crops and by residents of many
isolated or mobile homes
The mandatory allocation programs
are designed to work primarily on the
wholesale level, requiring fuel
distribution to past customers in
proportion to what they received last
year
But they include provisions for
channeling fuel supplies first to
customers whose needs fall within a
list of priorities
Love told newsmen the allocation
program would not directly affect fuel
prices, still controlled by the Cost of
Living Council, but he has recommended that these price controls be
removed, both to stimulate additional
production and to reduce demand.
HE SAID THE PROPANE allocation
program takes effect immediately, but
the heating oil plan would be adopted
"in the near future "
Interior Secretary Rogers C. B.
Morton, whose department will
administer the program, said the
beating oil program might be ready in
•bout two weeks and would be carried
eutesuckly
■id the programs would

require manpower totaling about 1.000
employes and at least 12 regional
offices.
Throughout the summer, the
administration tried to let the
petroleum
industry maintain its
traditional market distribution
voluntarily under federal guidelines,
despite complaints that major
companies were-under the pressure of
shortages-cutting off the supplies to
independent marketers and squeezing
them out of the .narket

Cat in
the bag

lerias. as well as in the Amani and
Mid-Am rooms.
"We have a shortage problem like
this every year." Zimmerman said He
added that the jobs are available tg
anyone, regardless of whether or not
they live on campus
Zimmerman said off-campus jobs
are in a variety of fields, including factory and office work, cleaning and
babysitting
"We have some weird ones, too," he
said "We have all sorts of weird,
short, one-shot jobs."
Zimmerman said that so far this
year the number of students seeking
employment through his office has not
been large.
"We're not getting a great volume
through here All I know is we have
jobs." Zimmerman said
He said students seeking employment should contact the Office of Student Employment between 8 a m.-noon
and 1-5 p.m
"All students on campus have to fill
out applications through here,"
Zimmerman said
"They can come over and we'll give
the information we have," he said

said
If the student falls below the fall
quarter admissions criteria, he must
enter the University summer quarter
About 75 students in the program
entered the University in June, he said.
All but five are enrolled this fall, he
added The students were joined by
about 175 SDP freshmen this fall
BAGWELL ADMITTED an
impatience with those who suggest that
most minority students are not prepared to enter the University
"It's a whole academic question of
whether our students are prepared for
an institution like Bowling Green." he
said. "Certainly our students run the
gamut
"Anyone who would question their
readiness for Bowling Green. I challenge them to explain our retention
rate," Bagwell said
"No one talks about the success of
the program." he said "No one
bothers to explain that this spring we'll
have more than 100 students coming
out of the program-students everybody
said wouldn't be here two or three
quarters after they started.
"No one ever said. Hey. look at what
these poor. dumb, black kids are doing
now ' Why'' Because it is self-serving
not to." Bagwell said.
But the problems of administering
the program don't seem to dishearten
Hagwell
"Rather than maintaining the level
of the program, we know that we have
to go way beyond." he said. "We know
we're going to be even better that's
the way we are."

Weather
Partly cloudy today
aad
loeigat with kigaa la the-upper
Ms aad lower 7*s. Lows la Ike
low lo mid Sea. Cloudy with a
ckaace of showers tomorrow aad
highs la the 7H. Probability of
raia II per ceal today aad
loaight

• ■•last, Rl
Toko, a stowaway cat in Mark Talofor « knapsack, lakes a paelt ■ bus fiance
at the outside world as Takrfor, junior (A* S), speeds along the city streets.
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another $$$ hike

lil Cc—rittw for Kctmonk DiMloptriasst'a i W —Mkm
that college tuition rate* be more Una doubted b) hardly a viable
sohiUoa to "achieve quality educatiofi and equal opportunity," to
quote the report.
The report is. as the executive director of the American
Association of State Colleges and Universities called it. "a direct
attack on millions of middle and lower-income American
families."
The committee that prepared the $400,000 report is a private
organization supported by business and industry. It is evident
that the group ignored the average American college student who
often must hold down a part-time job and spend three months of
his or her vacation in a factory.
The committee also lost sight of middle, and lower-class
working parents, farm families and also veterans in its
recommendation.
The report recommended that the tuition hike be phased in
slowly and not before a system of expanded student loans and
grants is established.
But as University President Hollis A Moore Jr. said, "The
committee has a feeling of confidence in educational loans which
simply is not justified in terms of experience."
President Moore is right. Student loan and grant programs ran
into funding battles between the Nixon Administration and
Congress last Spring. Even now because of underfunding of the
Basic Opportunity Grant, recipients claim an average of only
$260 a year, enough to pay instructional fees for one quarter.
Who is to say if a bill was passed to hike the tuition that the
legislature would come up with a suitable program for increased
student financial aid?
College tuition and living expenses have gone up enough
already. It's a well-known fact that enrollment figures at many
U.S. campuses have been dropping over recent years.
Middle-income students are the major patrons of universities
and if our legislature takes the report seriously, the middleincome families will be hit the hardest and will have to make the
biggest sacrifices.
If the committee's recommendation is someday put into effect,
it could get very quiet here in Bowling Green.

laws same for all
A Cincinnati group claiming interest in protecting President
Nixon's right to privacy concerning the legal battle over White
House tape recordings has run an interesting advertisement in
Cincinnati newspapers.
The group, called the Committee to Secure Freedoms of All
Presidents, Inc., sponsored ads stating: "As the Pledge of
Allegiance says, liberty and justice must be indivisible. You
cannot have one law for President Nixon and one for others."
It seems only logical that if the ordinary citizen received a
subpoena for documents from his county court, he would have
little choice about the matter.
The advertisement is right. We cannot have one law for the
President and a different law for others. President Nixon must
surrender the tapes.

agnew's suspense thriller
NEW YORK, N.Y.-What we see on
television, the deep thinkers tell us, Is
the national substitute for experience.
We become the shadow on the screen,
the substance eluding us as we sit
transfixed by the flicker. Real events
merge with pseudoevents. Everything
that happens to anybody of consequence happens on the tube. And we're
always there, spectators who
inevitably begin to feel like players.
Long exposure has made Martha
Mitchell another 21-inch face, like
Lucy or Hazel or the Flying Nun.
(Well, no, not like the Flying Nun.
More like Stella Dallas ) She is now a
character, rather than a person
Spiro Agnew has undergone a similar
transmutation. He's now a character in
a suspense thriller. We half expect
Perry Mason to step into his case. The
dignity of his office has not been
enhanced. But his current troublesjust like the troubles of a soap-opera
heroine-have brought him closer to the
people More than ever, he is one of
them
BECAUSE the leading figures on the
political stage today play some of their
biggest scenes in America's living
room, the public seems disinclined to
pass moral judgment on any of them
To millions of Americans, the players
are old friends going through a rough
time. They seem not to understand that
Watergate is a morality play, live, unrehearsed and bound to change the
course of history
Two-thirds of the American public do
not believe Vice President Agnew
should resign-and never mind the allegations against him That's a constituency of several million voters. Spiro
is still their hero Mr. Nixon, though
polls show him not quite so lovable as a
month ago. still has millions rooting
lor him
Until a man is indicted and convicted, we must assume his innocence.
But assuming Mr Agnew's innocence,
one must then be doubting the honor of
all the Maryland businessmen who
have testified under oath that they
crossed Mr Agnew's palm with silver.i IHI then some.
ONE OF these confessed donors even

Harriet Vaa Home

passed a lie-detector test, for whatever
that's worth. {Not much, according to
Sen. Sam Ervin.)
If nothing else, it would appear that
Mr. Agnew is one of the spongiest freeloaders we've heard about in years
"Hands," as it is written in "1,001
Nights," regularly brought fine wines
and liquors to the Agnew cellar And a
retired tool manufacturer thoughtfully
sent a purse of $15,000 for what is
described as "housekeeping cash."
Americans tend to be charitable
toward any alleged wrongdoer if he
has, at some time in the past, touched
their hearts or lashed out at their
enemies-real or fancied Mr Agnew
has been the steadfast foe of students,
peace marchers, reporters, intellectuals, liberals and the welfare poor
Everything in America that upsets
Archie Bunker upsets Spiro Agnew.
NOW, IF two-thirds of the American
public would like him to remain in
office-at least until he has been
indicted-we can understand why
Archie and Agnew are both folk heroes
It is shaming to look back and recall
the moral positions taken by this
nation-or the majority of its peoplefollowing every major political crisis
in recent years.
When Mayor Daley's finest clubbed
and gassed young protestors at the
Democratic convention in 68--an event
officially characterized later as a
"police nut' thr polls showed most
Americans firmly on the side of clubs,
gas and sadistic, lawless cops
After the shooting at Kent State,
where did the warm, sentimental heart
of America lie? With the National
Guard, of course. Only now. three
years later, when investigations have
built a well-documented case that

Guardsmen were in no danger, that
some fired on a prearranged signal and
that there was a later conspiracy to
fabricate a story for the FBI, sympathy has begun to shift to the students The truth, once again, arrived
by limping messenger.
IN THE WAKE of the My Lai
massacre, a great gush of sentiment
engulfed Lt. William Calley And
during the heaviest bombing of North
Vietnam, 55 per cent of Americans
gave their approval to the slaughter.
Supreme Court Justice Louis
Brandeis wrote. "Our government is
the potent, the omnipresent teacher
For good or ill. it teaches the whole
people by example. Crime is contagious If the government becomes a

lawbreaker, it breeds contempt for
law. It invites every man to become a
law unto himself; it invites anarchy.''
I have no doubt that contributions
will soon be pouring into the Spiro
Agnew Defense Fund. Golden
sovereigns are surely on the way from
Sen. James Buckley i ConservativeNY.) and Frank Sinatra and John
Wayne. Every man is entitled to the
best defense he can devise or purchase
BUT HAS anybody thought of getting
up a fund for Frank Wills? He's the
Watergate guard who called the police
the night of the burglary Now be can't
find a job, he says, because people tend
to be suspicious of a man who simply
did his duty and didn't attempt to make
a deal with the burglars
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political corruption in
Illinois and maryland

AMD.ll MQII Alt)
MtKAR-YVE'^

-WE HAD TO CAN YOUR DAILY SHOW, SAM — THE ONE THING THE PUBLIC ISNT INTERESTED
IN IS THE PUBLIC INTEREST!'

from our readers. . •
inmates want mail
To the editor
I am writing in hopes ol your printing
the following letter in your school
paper
My name is AJ Evans and at
present I'm confined at the Marion
Correctional Center in Marion. Ohio. I
am doing a one to 15-year term for
accessory to burglary
I have been here since March ot 1972
and am now scheduled for release in
March of 1974
I'VE HAD very little ties with the
outside world since coming here As 1
have no close family nor really any
close friends with whom I can
correspond. I hope that through this
letter 1 can find someone who would
like to correspond with me and help me
pass this last six months
Something about myself, well I'm 30
years young, blonde hair, blue eyes,
am five feet, eight and one half inches
in height and weigh 160 pounds.
I'M A Libra, born October 24. 1942 in
San Antonio. Tex
Some of my interests include music,
sports, poetry, philosophy, clothes,
food, and of course, members of the
opposite sex.
My biggest problem in life seems to
be that everything I like is either
illegal, immoral, or [aliening well not

everything That is all 1 can think of
that is of interest 11 think) for now.
Of course 1 want anyone answering
to feel free to ask me anything about
myself that they would like to know, as
I will be glad to answer, regardless of
how personal it may be
Thank you for your time, consideration and help in this search for
pen-pals (excuse the punI
CONGRATULATIONS on your
football victory over Syracuse University lt really was a big wii. and a
neat PR. boost for your sports
program.
Hope to hear from some of you soon.
AJ Evans 134-402
P.O Box 57
Marion. Ohio 43302

falcons
To the editor:
1 am writing in regard to the article
in Friday's issue of the News reporting
the end of the falcon mascot program
The article leaves several important
questions unanswered.
(1) When in June did the money run
out for the program' (2) When did Vice
President Hoff make his survey ol
student opinion. Spring or Summer

There is something sadly noble about
a beaten champ, reeling and blearyeyed, who still roars thai no young
punk can knock him out.
So I look on with some admiration
when Chicago's brilliant columnist.
Mike Royko. tries to convince us that
his state is still the most corrupt one in
the nation. Chicago of the Prohibition
era holds a special place in history like Babe Ruth. No matter how many
records get smashed, a legend cannot
die.
But Royko was not talking about
Prohibition days He claims the Mayor
who served as anti-hero to his book
"Boss" can hold his own with any
smoothie business-men-newcomers
from Baltimore.
He was answering, you see. my own
bit of local patriotism, in which 1

so they say

quarter' (31 How many students were
included in his survey?
I feel that the University was wrong
in ending the mascot program without
asking the support of the student body.
I would urge the Student body
officers to support the return of the
falcons, and to take the necessary
measures to get the question to a vote
of toe student body
I would also urge The BG News to
editorially support the return of the
mascots.
Let's get the Falcons back before
Homecoming!
R.C Skidmore
Apt 37
400 E Napoleon ltd

mail call
To the editor:
I would appreciate it. if you could
print this letter in your newspaper for
me if you are allowed to do so free of
charge
I'm confined in prison and would like
to correspond with teenagers and
adults. I'll answer all letters as quick
as possible. Thank you. I'm hoping you
will take this letter into consideration.
Bob Stroxier. 131-502
Southern Ohio Correctional Facility
P.O. Box 787

Lucasville. Ohio
4.SR4S

Harvey Scriibner. former head of
New York's public school system, on
public school reform:
"When ■ per ceal of the lights go oat
hi New York City, we have a power
crisis and within mtwates or boon the
pabllc is served. Yet wbea the schools
of New York City tare off M per ccat of
Ibekr indents, who drop oil. there ii
barely a whisper of school reform."

Let's h(KMr from you
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment
on any other letter, column or
editorial. We ask. however, that
guest columns not be written in
direct respooae to any other
published editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum
of 300 words, typewritten. We
ask that columns be no more
than four pages, triplespaced
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
taste.
Letters and columns should
include the author's address and
phone number, and may he
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News. KM University Hall

Garry Wills
cat

ata.

claimed that Maryland is the most
noisome state in its quaint attitude
toward political morality.
(CALIFORNIA came into the controversy rather apologetically, when a
Long Beach paper said all it could offer
in the way of crooks was the Sunbelt
servicers of Watergate Not a bad
offering - but the paper admitted the
real struggle was between Illinois and
Maryland I
Mr. Royko mocks my reference to a
legislator killed in the heroin traffic as
simply an "idiot." Illinois politicians
die with "almost a million bucks"
socked away
This is the old champ's regular
blindness He has lost track of the state
of the art Millions pass hands in the
heroin trade. A watcher of the old
conventional corruptions might well
overlook the newer action
Indeed, it is the conventional nature
of Illinois corruption that makes it less
malignant. It is "machine" politics
with all of its evils, but some of its
blessings
ONE BLESSING is that people
know, by and large, who is buying and
bought They have Mike Royko to tell
them. One reason Maryland is worse
than Illinois is that we do not have a
Mike Royko
A Royko would have a much harder
tune in Maryland. It is easier to cover
a monopoly than a free-enterprise
situation full of hungry younger contenders Maryland does not play by the
rules. It has no rules.
A good sample of machine politics in
action was the way Mayor Daley
bought up black leaders with money
and projects in 1968. cooling the city off
before the Democratic convention.
(Trouble came, but not - as many
expected - from the ghetto.)
I realise that when a black does not
play by the rules in Illinois, be is liable
to be shot in his bed. like Fred
Hampton.
BUT BLACKS have not been allowed

to get far enough to be that kind of
threat in Maryland. Gov. Agnew
denounced Rap Brown for merely
entering the state - an act for which he
was promptly indicted.
Which is belter - to "handle blacks
by buying them off (giving them something at least), or to ignore them,
giving them nothing?
This question is at the very heart of
the current real estate and construction scandals in Maryland. It is known
around the country that George
Wallace did well in the Maryland primaries of 1964 and 1972. and that even
Agnew looked liberal next to the racist
candidate the Democrats put up
against him when he ran lor Governor
WHAT MAY not be as well known is
that Baltimore County is the political
focus of this ni jlcm racism.
As the blacks have crept up to a
majority in Baltimore city, they have
not made even a dent in Baltimore
County, which completely surrounds
the city They make up a few measly
percentage points there - and not by
accident.
The voters make clear what they
want do keep the blacks out), so the
politicians have to deliver. There is
only one way to do this - by control of
the zoning, housing, and construction
forces in the county.
THE people, in effect, choose men
who will use these levers immorally.
What wonder, then, that they fill their
pockets in the process?
We see here, on a local scale, what
might be called the Watergate Maxim:
men elected precisely in order to break
one set of laws will probably break
others along the way. Nixon and team
were elected to destroy the Radic-Lib
menace by any means, and applauded
for doing this illegally (e.g.. in the
Mayday arrests).
No wonder a majority of Americans
quickly concluded that Nixon was
involved in the petty crimes at the
Watergate - they, above all. knew his
qualifications. They had chosen him
for them.
SO MARYLAND is the scarier political scene, after all - it is closer to the
dynamics of Watergate, to the wellmanicured new ugliness that even the
foulest old champion does not stoop to,
much, any more.

W^o^day, Octobw 3. 1973, Th. M Naws/Pog* 3

Alumnus founds award z
A new scholarship award
for foreign students has been
established and an existing
award increased
To join with similarly
established
awards,
the
Terje Ploot Award has been
created and will be funded
by a yearly grant from Uni-

versity graduate Terje Ploot
of Norway.

hook manufacturers in the
world.

Ploot and his wife Kan
now are living in Auburn.
NY., where Ploot is the
North American manager
for O. Mustad t Son. Inc.. of
Norway, the largest fish

THE ROGER Holliday
Award for foreign students
has been raised by the
donor. University graduate
Roger Holliday of England
Holliday has more than

newsnotes
BOULDER. Colo (AP> - Robert
Lange ST.. the uncle of this year's
disqualified Soap Box Derby champion,
agreed to a non judicial adjustment''
yesterday in charges against him for
encouraging his nephew to cheat in the
race.
Boulder Hist Atty Alex Hunter had
filed charges of "encouraging a minor to
violate a state law" after Lange
admitted he made the decision that
James Gronen should use an illegal
device to give his soap box racer a faster
start.
Under the non-judicial adjustment.
Judge Horace Holmes will draw up a set
of orders which Lange must follow and
Lange waives his right to a jury trial on
the misdemeanor charge

WASHINGTON lAPI - The Senate
passed a |l 2 billion foreign economic
aid authorization bill yesterday after
refusing twice to make substantial cuts
By a one-vote margin, the Senate
turned down 47-46 an amendment by
Sen. Frank Church iDldahol to impose
a $ll billion limit on authorizations for
the fiscal year ending next June 30

HE HAS remained
prominent in Bowling
Green's Alumni Affairs, and
served as president of the
Toledo Area Alumni
Association while stationed
at the home office of OwensCorning Fiberglas in Toledo.
Both awards will be
assigned to a foreign student
who has made a significant
contribution to international
understanding while at the
same time maintaining a
solid grade point average in
his studies
The Ploot Award will be
granted once a year
Recipients of the Ploot
and Holliday Awards as well
as the Freidhelm Gerlach
Award will be announced
soon through the Office of
International Student Programs.

•

The 54 to 42 vote on final passage
sends the bill to a conference with the
House, which included $16 billion in
economic aid in a combined 12 8 billion
military-economic aid package

Derby charge

Foreign aid

•

doubled his annual contribution making it possible to
assign the award two time*
per year, rather than one.
The value of each grant will
be raised to $125 00
Holliday is presently with
Owens-Corning
Fiberglaa.
living in Brussels, as the
European merchandising
manager.

Health bill
WASHINGTON (API
A proposed
national health insurance plan that
would cover all major family medical
costs beyond $2,000 annually was
introduced yesterday in the Senate.
The proposal by Sens Russell B Long
Hl.i ■ and Abraham A Ribicoff (D
Conn I places a major emphasis on
catastrophic illnesses. Cost of the
legislation would be $8 9 billion

New agency
SAN FRANCISCO (API - The
formation of a new federal agency to
fight mental illness, drug abuse and
alcoholism was announced yesterday by
Caspar W Weinberger, the secretary of
health, education and welfare
Weinberger also named I)r Roger O
Egeberg. former dean of the school of
medicine at the University of Southern
California, to head the agency which will
be called the Alcohol. Drug Abuse and
Mental Health Administration

ffiM

tion deadline is three weeks
before the tesl date
Those interested in the
test must order "The Bulletin of Information for Candidates'' which includes a
registration form and information regarding test locations, fees, examination
dates and score reporting
ORDER forms are avail-

Greenwood Mall
4 7.-3016

A BLAST FROM THE PAST
ONE OF THE FUNNIEST
PROGRAMS YOU'LL EVER SEE!

OCT. 3rd Thru oA. 9th

Dal* Sweigwt of thw leading Fire Department Scuba Team pwKed a groaning
George Mkheal Lengyel III with him in an hour-long battle ogainst the
Schuylkill River rapids near Reading. Pa. The men left a crumpled beat behind
as it became wedged en a rock.

Austria denies AAeir's petition
VIENNA. Austria lAF
Chancellor Bruno Kreisky
refused
yesterday
a
dramatic personal request
by Israeli Premier Golda
Meir that he reverse his
decision to close group
transit facilities for Soviet

Graduate admission test urged
for potential business students
Students
interested
in
graduate studies in business
may consider taking the
Admission Test for Graduate Study in Business
(ATGSBI
The test is
required by more than 330
graduate business schools or
divisions
The test will be offered
Nov. 3 and Jan 26. Mar. 30
and July 13. 1974 Registra-

Rescue from
the rapids

able for Graduate Studies in
Business.
367
Business
Administration Bldg
The ATGSB is not a measure of achievement or
knowledge in specific subject matter, but is designed
to measure abilities and
skills important in the study
of management at the
graduate level

Those taking the test are
neither required nor
expected to have had undergraduate preparation in
business subjects
Students unable
to
register for the test in advance may be admitted on a
walk-in registration basis.
There will be an additional
$10 fee (or this service.

Jewish emigrants
Kreisky luld a news
conference after a 1'i-hour
meeting with Meir that he
had proposed as an alternanative that the United
Nations high commissioner
for refugees be asked to
assume responsibilities for
the nearby Schoenau Castle
transit camp for Soviet Jews
en route to Israel
The Austrian government
agreed last Saturday to
close the camp in return for
the release of four hostages
held by two Palestinian
terrorists
The
decision
prompted strong protests
from Israel and the sudden
visit by Meir
KREISKY said there was
"no special reaction" from
Meir regarding his
suggestion that the United
Nations take over the camp

"The question is still on
the agenda." he said
yueslioned closely on the
matter. Kreisky added that
Meir was "not very
impressed by my proposal
I'erhaps she did not think it
was very realistic
The atmosphere of the
meeting
was
"'very
serious." Kreisky said, and
it was apparent that his
encounter with Meir had
been strained
The Israeli premier left
Austria to fly home without
making any statement to
newsmen
KRF.ISKY said the
decision to close the camp
would not bar the travel of
individuals through Austria
"Only special facilities we
have been able to grant so
far will no longer be
available,'' he said.
Meir had criticized the

agreement to close the
camp as "the greatest
encouragement to terror
throughout Ihe world."
Kreisky replied to this by
criticizing actions ol other
governments under terror ist
pressure.
"Murderers have been
released under pressure

before their sentencing, he
said in reference to West
tiermany's release of Arab
terrorists involved in the
1972 Munich Olympics
slaying of II Israeli
sportsmen "The difference
here is that people were
released before they could
commit bloody deeds "

Author to read works
Novelist Stanley Klkm will present a public reading
Tuesday, Oct. 9. at 3 p in in Ihe Ice Arena Lounge
Klkm authored "Boswell" 119641. "A Bad Man" (19671.
"Criers and Kibitzers, Kibitzers and Criers'' (19661. "The
Dick Gibson Show" (19711 and "Searchers and Seizures." a
new book to be released by Random House Ocl 19
"The Dick Gibson Show" was nominated for the National
Book Award, and Klkm has received a Guggenheim
Fellowship as well as several other honors
Klkm s visit is sponsored by the MKA Program in
Creative Writing

The Ridge Restaurant

SPECIAL BUY ON

531 Ridge Street

WOMEN'S
CLOGS

Pizza
Sandwiches
Subs

Originally

FREE SOFT DRINK

from»15.99to»24.99

With Any Food Order:

5 p.m. le I a.m.

$

87

Now at 12

Red Pop
Root Beer

Squirt
Coke

GoodOct 3&Oct.4
11 A.M. to 1 P.M. M-Sat. - 5 to 1 Sunday

HOT DOG
For The Best In

CONEY HOT DOGS
HAMBURGERS
CHILI - SOUPS
COLD BEER
Open 10 A.M. to 1 A.M.

999 S. Main - Ph. 352-0728

All Sizes Available
Good thru October 13

IN A DOUBLE FEATURE

DUCK
SOUP

HORSE
FEATHERS

(1933)

(1932)

niki's bootem
I «JIMhl\ llMl|M|.lf t.ii HHil MM] V*.HIM II HV

Mon.-Fri.U-9
Sat. 10-6

Stadium Plaza
Center

THE VOTER REGISTRATION BUS
WILL BE IN FRONT OF THE UNION,
WEDNESDAY OCT. 3 FROM 1:30 • 3:30.
ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING VOTER REGISTRATION WILL BE ANSWERED BY COMING
TO 320 WILLIAMS HALL BETWEEN THE
HOURS OF 9-5, OR BY CALLING 372-2047.

df PISANELL0S

ft>f 4/TN. SO Mew.. W*^nMd«y

j. m

■•

Computer can play golf, blackjack
By Nucy Laeghlla
SUH Reporter

Tired of playing blackjack
with your roommate or
football with the guys in the
quad'' Maybe you're looking
for a competitor whose
■kills at games matches
your own. or at least one
who won't cheat.
If so. the University's
computer center can solve
your problem The center,
located in 207 Math-Science
Bldg .
has
about
250
different games students
can play with the computer
Anyone in the University
community can use the
center.
Doug
Heikkenin.
student programmer, said.
Students
need
not be
enrolled in any particular

course and
charge.

there

Is

no

"WE
STARTED
the
games
to
familiarize
students with the computer
system and to get them used
to using the terminals," be
said. "Everyone is familiar
with games so this is a fun
way of learning."
The
computer
is
programmed to play some
of the better-known games
such as baseball, golf and
football. In football, the
student is the coach and gets
to call all the plays. Some of
the other games, however,
are less familiar:
Kalian.
an ancient
game of strategy played
with a pile of stones;
-"Target." a battlefield

game where the student
directs a gun crew;
• -•'Craiy
Carl's
Computerized Casino," a
Las Vegas-like game of
roulette;
-"Blackjack."
played
with up to 10 players. With
the computer acting as the
house, players begin the
game with $10,000 and can
place bets and even cut the
cards
-"MOON." A simulated
landing on the moon As the
pilot of the spacecraft, the
student has to decide how
much breaking thrust to use
and how long to apply it. The
results are varied. The
player may find himself
being congratulated for a
perfect moon landing, or the
computer may tell him,
"You have just run out of

fuel-pray for rescue."
The
center
has 44
terminals, each with a list of
instructions to help students
use the computer, Heikkenin
said. There also is an
operator available at all
times
to
explain
the

procedure.
Heikkenin
said
all
students are invited to use
the center but warned that
students working on class
assignments would be given
priority
over
students
playing the games

The center is open from »
a.m. to 11 p.m. Monday
through Friday, t a.m. to 5
p.m. Saturday and 3-11 p.m.
Sunday. There also are
terminals located in 237
Business
Administration
Bldg

Eight students sought
»_
Computer

consultant

Doug

Heikkenin

shows

Nancy laughiin, sonior (B.A.I, the finer points of
playing computer games. Computer terminals,
open to any student, are now programmed for
about 250 games.

f°r sub-budget council
In the (ace of rising tuition
costs,
students
have a
chance to have a say where
their J5fra quarter general
fee goes by applying for the
eight positions open on the

Gasoline dealers may protest
ceiling on consumer prices
CLKVKLANI)
(Al'i
James ('rescnlc. executive
Northern
director ol the
Ohio Petroleum Ketailers
Association, said Monday
gasoline dealers in the area
may stage mass closings

within a week if they aren't
permitted lurther price increases.
t'rescnte said it was unfair
lhat the Cost of Living Council has allowed gas and oil
producers to raise prices

Thei Domino People
are Pizza People, Period.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
Pir/s delivered hoi
Purs delivered fast

1616 t. Woostar
Bowling Green
Ohio
352 5221
Pir/a delivered great
Pi/ra delivered free

while retail price increases
have been limited
IN THE wake of new
increases announced by oil
companies
Monday.
Cresente said, "This is just
a gigantic ripoff."
"We didn't expect this
Just 10 days ago all the ami
panics raised their prices a
penny a gallon I thoughl
lhat was it."
He said the current profit
margin for dealers is 8.3
cents a gallon and "this
could be reduced by l'l
cents now."
The squeeze on profits
could
force some area
dealers out of business, he
said

Sub-budget Council
The council is responsible
for allocating the general
fee fund to campus organizations
requesting
money
Their
recommendations
must go through the Budget
Council and the Board of
Trustees for final approval.
Mark
W
Walker,
chairman of the council
screening committee, calls
it "the most important
committee a student can
serve "
STUDENTS can obtain
applications in the Student
Activities
Office.
405
Student
Services
Bldg
Application deadline is 5
p.m. Monday, Oct 8.
Oct. 9-11 from 8-9 p.m..
applicants will be screened
by a committee made up of
Walker. Fred L Hoffman.
Student Body Organization
vice president. Dennis O.
(Irady. coordinator of state
and community affairs. and
representatives
from
campus organizations which
had money allocated to
them by last year's council.

After evaluating
the
applicants, the committee
will select a group of 20-2$.
This
group
will
then
participate in a mock Subbudget Council meeting.
Final choice of council
members will be based on
the
quality of
their
participation in the meeting.

4 30 p.m. to 100 am
4 30 p.m. to 2 00 am

DOMINO'S
MENU
Our Superb Cheese Pizza
12 inch Regular Pizra
16'inch Super Pizza

$1.80
$290

Additional Ittms
Ham
Mushrooms
Ornons

Olives
Green Peppers
Bacon
Fresh Sausage

1? inch Regular Pizza
16 inch Super

Anchovies
Pepperoni
Ground Beef

each 404
each 60«

GAINESVILLE,
Fla
(API - Two dozen African
baboons will have their front
teeth removed and false
ones implanted in an experiment
aimed
at cutting
dental costs tor humans.
University
of
Florida
College of Dentistry researchers say that if the
tests are successful they
could mark the end of costly
crowns
and
bridges
to
replace lost teeth.
"The baboons will receive

SUB BUDGET COUNCIL
Applications are Available
for Sub Budget Council
in Room 405 Student Services.

All applications are due
Mon., Oct. 8

Our DeLui* Pizza—Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Ham, Green
Pepper. Onion
12 inch Regular Pizza
$340
16 inch Super Pizza
$5 30

Interviews Will Start
Tues., Oct. 9.

Soft drinks also available

A rain-spattered car window catches shadows and sun glare

reflections

in post-shower moments. Rains which began Saturday have
ended a long dry spell in the Bowling Green area.

Baboons with false teeth could
lower dental costs for humans

HOURS
Sunday thru Thursday
Friday and Saturday

Rainy

WORLD HOCKEY ASSOCIATION

CLEVELAND CRUSADERS

all the care and attention
during the operation that a
human would have during
oral surgery." a spokesman
for the college said yesterday
"They will have four
front teeth removed and
replaced
with
implants
made
from
synthetic
materials."

The teeth will be put in
splints
The baboons, all
females, will be kept in
individual cages until their
gums have healed
Dr
Harold R Stanley,
professor and chairman ol
the College of Dentistry's
Department of Oral Medicine, said baboons were
chosen because their teeth
closely resemble those of
man

THE FALSE teeth will be
made from chrome cobalt
alloy, acrylic plastic and a
new
gioglass
ceramic
material developed by the
university's College of Engineering
Dr Larry Hench. head of
the ceramic engineering
division, says recent tests
conducted on monkeys using
the
bioglass-ceramic
material to replace bone,
showed it to be sufficiently
strong and incorporated into
bone by a natural growth
process to make a longlasting replacement.

"WE SELECTED female
baboons because experience
has shown that females are
easier to work with and not
as vicious as males ol the
same species." he added
Stanley said that once the
animals' gums have healed
the baboons would be housed
in large, open cages for
about two years where they
would be closely observed
Six baboons are already
installed in the university's
primate center and another
18 are undergoing quaran-

tine procedures A spokesman said the animals were
purchased from importing
firms
and
experiments
would start in about two
months when all 24 had
undergone
preliminary
tests.

THE

SOUTH SIDE SIX
Cold Beer
Wine
Champagne
Party Supplies
737 S. Main

9-11 Weekdays 4 Sunday
9-12 Fri. & Sat.

Steak and Ale is looking for outstanding people to work this fall as waiter, and cocktail
hostesses.

,STEAK

EXHIBITION HOCKEY GAME

RESEARCHERS

said that previous experiments in implanting single
artificial teeth have met
with inconsistent, inconclusive and often temporary
results
The program is one of „
three new studies on tooth
implants, contracted by the
National Institutes of Dental
Research.
Researchers at Clemson
University are implanting
teeth in dogs and a team at
Harvard
University
is
fashioning teeth in a variety
of shapes to see if new forms
of tooth architecture may
provide a more permanent
implant.

•

GAME TIME 7:30 P.M.
RESTAURANTS

CHICAGO COUGARS WED., OCT. 3,1973
•2.50 BENCH RESERVE
•2.00 ADULT GEN. ADM.
4.00 CHILD/STUDENT GEN. ADM.
B.G.S.U. ICE ARENA
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

OF AMERICA. INC.

We offer above averag

earnings, fl sxiWe hours, and emplo yee benefits.
ICF ARENA TICKET HOURS
7-9 P.M WEEKDAYS
1-5 SATURDAYS

> \pply in

person daily from 2-4: 30

Steal t and Ale Resta urant
(Acrossf rom Soothwyck Mall - Only 20 min. f romBGSU)

Wedimday, October 3, 1973, Th. M N.W./F09. 5

Free consultation available

Laboratory assesses fitness
By Kalkl Halloa
Do you have to struggle to
make it from South Hall to
the
Psychology
Bldg.
between classes?
Do you get that tired rundown feeling when you
climb the stairs to the fifth
floor
of
the
Education
Bldg'
And do you find it difficult
to keep pace with your Irisbee-throwing friends'
Maybe you're not in top
physical shape
Nearly everyone needs
more exercise But many
people lack the expertise to
develop their own program
of
Physical
Fitness,
according to Dr Richard W
Bowers, associate professor
of
health
and
physical
education

Dr Bowers, director of
the
University's
Human
Performance
laboratory,
has a solution
He has
developed
tests
which
evaluate the fitness level of
both athletic and non-athletic individuals

Cawtwv •* New. Servto
TB5ting

Dave Wottle, Olympic gold medalist and University graduate.

,

tests his physical fitness an a treadmill in the University's

JltneSS

Human Performance

laboratory.

Di.

Richard W.

Bowers,

director, checks Wottle's heart rat* on the alectrocordiograph.

AFTER HE determines
an individual's fitness level,
he prescribes exercise programs, primarily of a
cardiovascular nature, to
help a person get and
remain fit
And as an added incentive,
the testing and consultation
is free and open to the
public
Dr Bowers' work concentrates on the study of the
human body under stress,
including
the
stress
of
exercise.
One of his tests is the
treadmill, a machine that
operates at speeds of one

Chilean coup may delay Cuban
renewal of diplomatic contacts
By the Associated Press
Cuba's goal ol renewing
diplomatic and commercial
ties with most Latin-American nations seemed nearmg
reality--until
an
anttMarxist
military
junta
seized power in Chile.
Venezuela,
taking
the
initiative, had rounded up 11
votes in the Organization of
American States (OASI to
end a mandatory embargo
against Cuba in effect since
1964
That was only one vote
short of a majority in the 23nation OAS A 12th vote in
the OAS council seemed
within easy reach in a month
or two
ON Sept 11. however, the
number of sure votes was
reduced to 10 An Associated
Press survey of OAS member nations shows that the
trend toward recognition of
Cuba continues, but the Chilean coup might throw up
obstacles
The Chilean armed forces
toppled Marxist President
Salvador Allende and installed a military junta.
The coup ended an historic
attempt to switch a capitalist economy to socialism

through democratic
processes
The
new
junta
quickly broke off the diplomatic
relations
which
Allende had established with
Cuba in 1970
EVEN THE US government seemed to be rel
ng
its anti-Cuban position in
response to pressure from
other Western Hemisphere
nations On Sept 10. the day
belore the Chilean coup.
Henry A Kissinger told the
Senate Foreign Relations
Committee that the Nixon
administration was willing
to reassess Cuban policy
We will begin as soon as
possible a discussion with
our other friends in Latin
America about how they envisage the future of the OAS
and the future of Western
Hemisphere relations." Kissinger said at a hearing
prior to his confirmation as
secretary of state
In the course of this,
ideas may emerge with respect to Cuba
Whatever
move we make on the subject of Cuba will be made
with
the
rest
of
the
hemisphere "

HAVE YOU EVER
BEEN TO AN IRMA LA
D0UCH PARTY?
WELL DON'T MISS
YOUR CHANCE.
COME TO THE DELTA
UPSIL0N HOUSE
ACROSS FROM THE
LIBRARY IN OLD
FRATERNITY ROW.

HOWEVKR.
State
Department sources said
cables
went out to every
U.S. embassy telling ambassadors to ignore Kissinger's

remarks The cables said
Latin governments asking
for clarification should be
told that U.S. policy remains
unchanged

and one-half to IS miles per
hour The machine's slope
can be adjusted from a flat
surface to 40 degrees.
The treadmill is connected
to an electrocardiograph
which measures the number
of heartbeats per minute
The individual walks or
runs until his heart is
beating
150 times per
minute.
"WE USE different testa
for different people.'' Dr.
Bowers said The highly
trained athlete runs, but
most adults walk on the
treadmill, he said
"Since we stop at a fixed
heart rale, the index is the
length of lime a person
walks.'' Dr Bowers said
The more fit he is. the
longer he can walk "
The typical athlete can
walk three and one half
miles per hour with a one
per cent grade increase
every
minute
for
16-18
minutes before his heart is
beating
150 times
per
minute, he said

CLEVELAND (API O I

more.''
Tupitsin
said
Monday at a luncheon given
by Cleveland industrialist
Cyrus S. Eaton
The delegation is making
a 10-day tour of the Chessie
System.
Inc.
Eaton
is
Chessie board chairman
Eaton.
who
has

"IP WE DON'T take care
of ourselves, we deteriorate
rapidly." he said
"The
human body is one of the few
machines
that
improves
with use "
l>r Itowers said he is interested primarily in adult
Illness He was hired by the
University lour years ago to
develop a
program
to
evaluate physical fitness
He saul it took more than
.1 year to remodel and equip
laboratory in 110 Men's
Gym * Now we're at the
point HI making real progress. Dr Bowers s.iul
The laboratory now con

tains the treadmill and
electocardiograph.
an
underwater weighing tank,
and oxygen analysis, body
fat
measurement,
blood
pressure and blood analysts
equipment
Trie equipment is used for
testing and for lecturedemonstrations in University classes, he said In past
years, he has worked with
the University's track team
and some University basketball players

Committee to suggest ways
to house groups on campus
A committee has been
established to study ways of
providing small groups of
students with on-campus
housing facilities
In
Kichard II
K.akin.
vice provost for student
affairs, said yesterday a 14member
Small Group
Facilities Committee was
formed
''to
make
recommendations
for
solutions in the future" for
the problem of housing
small student groups
Dr
K.ikm said fraternities, soronlies and international
groups
have
expressed interest in living
in such facilities, which
would house a minimum of
fifteen students and include
kitchen accomodations
"Present facilities do not
permit any such additional
living units without either
substantial
alteration
of
existing
structures
or

construction
of
buildings." he saul

CENTRE MARKET
NEW HOURS

new

Dr F.akin appointed Co
ordinator
oi
Residence
Services Kayelta Paulsen as
chairperson
of
the
committee, which includes
seven other administrators

HE SAID the committee
would submit a report to his
office before Jan I. 1974.
suggesting ways of providing such housing i.uili
lies
The
committee
may
suggest modifying existing
structures or constructing
new buildings lor the living
units. Dr. Kakin said

BUT DR. BOWERS isn't
content with the program he
has built He said he wanted
that program expanded to
include medical consultants
With the aid of a physician, we could detect
abnormalities
in
the
electrocardiogram and measure the biochemical components in the blood." he
said
"These are areas
available that we want to get
into "
And that's not all Dr
Bowers has in mind There
is a movement nationally to
train people in adult fitness
evaluation." he said "Our
objective is to develop such
a program here and it's
lairly close to reality "
Persons interested
in
having Dr Bowers evaluate
their physical fitness (or
lack of ill. should contact
him between 1-4 p.m. at 3122192 for an appointment

SAVE
THE
NEWS

Six student members will
lie chosen jointly by the
Student Body Organization.
Intcrli jtcrnity Council and
I'anhellenie Council.
Dr
I' .ikm saul

i mportlflBftl

Ja.

109 n main, bowling green

111 JM 7197

We're having our

4th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION!
*10 to 15% off on everything in the store*
We Will Serve Free Donuts & Drinks!

maintained
friendly
relations
with
world
Communist
leaders
for
years, said the Russians are
interested in Chessie operations because of the way the
system
handled grain
shipments from the Midwest
bound for the Soviet Union

We handle tapestries, bedspreads, hummels,
beads, burners, incense & jewelry from
10 different countries.
9 30 b 30 Mon . Weds. Ihurs. Sat

9 30 9 00Moo4Fn

HEY
PODNERS!

8A.M.-11P.M.MON.-THUR.

Wednesday is
Dollar Day

8 A.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT FRI. & SAT.
SUNDAY 10 A.M. TO 7 P.M.

V* lb. Western

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
352-5221

REFRESHMENTS WILL

Listen to the "Domino
Hour" 11 p.m.-12 midnight Wed.
on WAWR

BE SERVED

SPECIALS ALL HOUR LONG

WED8-?

DAVE WOTTLE. Olympic
gold medalist and University graduate, was the subject of a three-part tread
mill test last week The tests
were specially designed for
a well-trained athlete, not
the average individual. Dr
Bowers said
Within five minutes alter
Wottle finished the tests, his
heartbeat slowed from 20010
120 beats per minute. Dr
Bowers said The heartbeat
of an average person would
slow to 150 beats per minute
after five minutes, he saul
Wottle was not in peak
physical
condition,
not
having trained lor three
months, Dr Bowers said If
he had been, Dr Bowers
predicted that within five
minutes, Wottle's heart rale
would have slowed (11 100
beats per minute

Soviets like rail operations
Tupitsin. a member of the
board of the Soviet railroad
ministry says his delegation
studying U.S rail operations
is very much impressed
with what (he visitors have
seen so far
We are anxious to see

In addition. Dr Bowers
said Wotlle's blood pressure
was
textbook
perfect''
1120 8O1 and his body fat
measured
six
per cent
as compared to 16 per cent
for the average person
When we know more
about him 1 Wottle 1. we will
better understand how to
help the ordinary person beInine lit
Dr Bowerssaid

But
some
individuals
reach that level within one
minute, he added An adult
who walks 12-14 minutes is
above average in fitness

Cheeseburger Platter
(cole slaw & french fries)

and a Coke®
Reg. 4.50
$

1.00

GOOD ONLY OCT. 3

RyN

^aESTAjSeWr

Roy Rogers
Restaurant

SAVE
50e 300 E. Wooster
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NO MATTER WHAT YOU'RE PLANNING -

Great Scot

GREAT SCOTS GOT IT! * mm »«* T00i

FRItNDlV FOOD STORES

U

7 DAY BOINUS BlJYS

M1S?E «S^^??5^

THES

PRODUCE & THRIFTY PRICES
JONATHAN

URGE SIZE

£ft APPLES

HEAD LETTUCE

! 79

29
GOLDEN RIPE

,-■*»%.

BANANAS

c

,16

*C0R"

REG.

CHILLY THINGS

COFFEE

2ci;N$149

SUNDAE
GUPS

WITH THIS GM AT SCOT COUPON
GOOD IM*U OCT. • 1*73

SMUCKirt

c
0;58

PEANUT BUTTER

BUT1IKNU1

SALTINES

TRACIII
CARTRIDGES &
•»«»«.

J5x29c

SMUCKirS

iUTTIPNUl

STRAWBERRY JELLY d? 44c

GRAHAM CRACKERS A 38c

MUSSILMAN'S

e
0°x89

APPLESAUCE
DUTCH PANTPY

TOPPING

DREAM WHIP
CARNATION

SALAD DRESSINGS

c

Qv25

COFFEEMATE

__

JM*%

oV43e
___

. di*.68e

lOO CAPIN

SYRUP

FAMILY SIZE

PRICE SI.19

SCOPE
MOUTHWASHc
_

&79c

NOSTHIRN JUMBO

PAPER TOWELS

. 49c
*%rf%

29c

NOHTH1PN

NAPKINS

UNSWEETENED

PRICE SI.59

K00L-

ST»«K 1ST CHUNK

TUNA

Of Al PACK DITIPOINl

.or 39*

WHITI OH PINT

PILIMUPV IXTRAIIOMI

PANCAKE MIX

J9

SQUASH

c?36e

DOVE BAR SOAP

K.NO$131

BREEZE

$iu

SPfCIALPACK

-39°

__

LUX LIQUID

&58e

POYAIOI*

CUT GREEN BEANS ,.,5/$1

FINAL TOUCH ..'.*« ...,8r1M

MAI PACK

MAL PACK

ALL DETERGENT

£.69°

J»«fc

DISH-ALL

o^89c

GREAT SCOTS DOING MORE FOR YOU!
WATCH FOR THESE

OCTOBER'S BEST PRODUCE VALUES!
ftpjlM
Brussels Sprouts
Cauliflowar
Cranbarrias
Grapas

PPICIS IFFECTIVI THROUGH OCTOBER S. 197S - Wi RESERVE QUANTITY RIGHTS.

THANHS FOR SHOPPING GREAT SCOT! ^™»^r

rarsnips
Pears
Pumpkins
Swaat Potatoes
Turnips I Rutabagas

Great Scot
FR/IENDiV FOOD STORfS
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Senate gives nod to charity drive
Faculty Senate yesterday
voted to endorse the Crusade
of Mercy in the first meeting
of the 1(71-74 academic
year.
The Crusade of Mercy was
not endorsed last year.
Dennis Grady. Student Body
Organization
(SBO>
coordinator of state and
community affairs, said, because it failed to pass the
Senate Executive Committee
"The endorsement by the
Faculty Senate means that
they recognize the Crusade

of Mercy to be a worthwhile
cause," Grady said.
THE SENATE tabled a
proposal to amend by-law
seven of the constitution,
changing the date on which
senators assume duty The
present
by-law
requires
senators to assume duty
"after the last meeting of
the academic year " The
amendment
calls
for
senators to assume their
duties
'after
final
commencement of the academic year."

Dairy farmers raise
wholesale milk prices

Hoflon Ellison, awaid-winmng author of science
tkiion iic»M> will spook next wook en campus.
His television work includes segments of "The
Outer limits" and "Star Trek."

By the Associated Press
The
nation's
dairy
farmers
have
boosted
wholesale prices by two
cents a quart and some
producers say the latest
increases
could
start
showing
up
at
the
supermarket within the next
few days.
An Associated Press survey
showed
that
milk
producers in all parts of the
country raised prices at the
beginning of
the
week,
generally about 60 cents per
hundred pounds of milk.
There are about 50 quarts in
100 pounds
The two largest associa
tions of milk producers led
the way
A SPOKESMAN for Associated Milk Producers. Inc .
which has 39.000 members in
20 states and describes itself
as the largest dairy iarmer
cooperative in the nation,
said yesterday that prices

TV, science fiction writer
to present talk next week
Harlan Wlison science
fiction writer, will present a
lecture Wednesday. Oct 10.
at 7 p in in the Dogwood
Suite. Union
From 1962-63. he wrote
scripts for
"Route 66."
"Ripcord."
"The Alfred
Hitchcock Show" and "The
Untouchables "
Ellison has been called
one of the most honored
writers in the world of
fantasy He has twice won
the
Writers
Guild
of

America award for Most
Outstanding
Television
Script-one for his "Demon
With a Glass Hand" seg
ment of "The Outer Limits"
and one for The City on the
Kdge of Forever" segment
of "Star Trek "
In addition, he has won
four Hugos, two Nebulas and
two special achievement
awards of the World Science
Fiction Convention. Three of
his Hugo awards were for
Best Short Story

For two and one-half
years
Ellison
wrote a
column entitled "The Glass
Teat,' for The Los Angeles
Free Press, which as a
paperback
sold
80.000
copies His present column
for The Free Press is
entitled "The Harlan Ellison

Hornbook."

The
leclure. sponsored
by Cultural Boost, is free
and open to the public.

MID-AMERICA
Dairymen.
Inc..
the second
largest prodecer. also announced increases' effective
Monday and said the boosts
affecting 13 Midwest and
Southern states would range
from 8 to 10 cents per gallon
The
Maryland
and
Virginia
Milk
Producers
Association.
representing
1.000 dairy farmers in the
middle
Atlantic
states,
announced
Monday
that
prices charged to processors
would be raised about two
cents a quart
The group provides about
55 per cent of the milk sold
in Washington area stores
and James Click, general
manager,
predicted
the
price hike would be passed
on to consumers within a
week "We just had to make
an adjustment." he said,
citing
rising production
costs.

BROTHERS OF

Council alters bike rule

DELTA TAU DELTA

A yearly trek to Campus Safely or the Bowling Green
Police Station is no longer necessary for students wanting lo
register bicycles.
City Council passed an ordinance Monday night
discontinuing annual registration, providing owners register
bicycles only once for the time they live in Bowling Green
New licensing will be required if bicycles are sold, traded,
junked or dismantled.
The ordinance changes the fee required for a duplicate
tag. raising it from 25 cents to 11 Duplicate card fees
remain at 25 cents
SAFETY SERVICE DIRECTOR Wesley Hoffman said the
ordinance just recognizes what has been going on in Bowling
Green Many licenses aren't renewed annually, he said
Council approved the appointment of Margene Smith. 1003
8th St.. to the Housing Commission, replacing Sheldon
Westman. She will complete Westman's unfinished term
until Dec 1.1973
In other action. Council approved a resolution calling for
the improvement of Keil Court by construction of a sewer
line and one providing that weeds and grass higher than 18
inches be cut by property owners

had been upped in the northcentral
and
Midwest
regions
A
spokesman
for
Associated Milk Producers,
which has its headquarters,
in San Antonio, said the
increases were put into
effect "to provide some
economic incentive to dairy
farmers
to
stay
in
business."
He said rising costs had
forced many farmers out of
the dairy
business
and
reported that production is
currently about three or four
per cent below last year's
output

WISH TO INVITE ALL
INTERESTED MEN IN AN
OPEN RUSH THIS
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
FROM 7-9
COME & GET A TASTE
OF THE DELTSU

In Concert

Joe Walsh

Dr.
Michael
Moore,
associate professor of history and chairman of the
Ohio Faculty Senate (OFS).
expressed
concern
ovei
Brown et al vs Stopher et
al (Federal Case No 7J6421. involving Kent State
University and the political
science department there
THE DISPUTE arose
when the department could
not agree on a chairman. Dr
Moore said
The dean
appointed a chairman and
when the Board of Trustees
upheld the appointment as
valid, department members
took the university to court
"The principal concern of
the OFS Executive Committee is that if the defendant's
interpretation of the section
of House Bills 475 and M is
accepted by the court, it
would seriously damage, if
not altogether eliminate,
faculty self-governance in
Ohio's public colleges and
universities." Dr Moore's
report to the Senate stated.
Dr. Moore also reported
on the formation of a
Regent's Task Force, and
announced that the next OFS

meeting in Columbus would
discuss alternative financing
for higher education

IN

OTHER

assistant
professor
of
Knglish at Firelands. was
elected to a three-year term
on the Amendments and By
Laws Committee
Bill Arnold. SBO presi
dent, commended President
Hollis A Moore Jr for con
testing the Committee of
Kconomic
Development's
proposal to double tuition

SENATE

action.
Dr
Hamona
Cormier, professor of philosophy, was elected to the
Senate Executive Committee for a one-year term Dr
Jeannette
Danielson

rates
Dr
Moore said
yesterday
that
the
recommendation was based
on data not applicable to
state universities in Ohio
Dr
John
T
Greene
Faculty Senate chairman,
also announced a Senate
coffee hour lo be held Tuesday, Oct ». from S-5 in 108
firadualr Center

Nixon hints at policy
WASHINGTON i API A casual remark by
President Nixon to Italian tourists has
revived prospects that a new Atlantic
declaration will be in shape for him to sign on
a trip to Europe before the end of the year
This would fulfill Nixon's proclamation
that 1973 will be "the year of Europe'' and
would
represent
an
additional
accomplishment for a foreign policy already
embellished by major turns in I1 S relations
with Moscow and Peking
But the President's chief foreign policy
strategist. Secretary of State Henry A
Kissinger, has said that the trip will not be
hurried to meet any "artificial deadlines
AND GERALD L. WARREN, the deputy
White House press secretary, suggested
yesterday that the President was essentially
expressing a hope to visit Europe rather than

predicting .1 date in his I hat with .111 Italian
couple outside a Washington restaurant
Nixon was quoted as telling Mr .nut Mis
Giuseppe DiMarco lhat he plans to go to
F.urope "in about twit or thtec months
But Warren lold newsmen
Ilic
President thinks he said, in a few months
IN ANY EVENT, both Kissinger and the
White House have stressed the unporlam •■ ol
the secretary s visit to London with Iwo
weeks lor talks with several European
foreign ministers He may also go to Para
and Bonn
Kissinger told ,i news conference List
Wednesday thai
the outcome ol the
deliberations will determine the timing ol
the President's trip
Warren said. "No deteiiiiin.ition will be
made until the Secretary returns

Astronauts note less energy

Skylab crew still 'spaced-out'
SPACE
CENTEK.
Houston tAPI
Skylab 2
astronauts said yesterday
they were still experiencing
feelings ol weakness or
"tired blood" from their
59'z
days
in
space
weightlessness,
but
Ihe
record space travelers said
they
were
rapidly
readapting to earth
Astronauts Alan L Bean,
Jack R. Lousma and Owen
K. Garriott held their first
news conference since the
end of their mission and said
they have less energy and
tire more quickly than they
did before their space flight
which ended last Tuesday
'■IT'S BEEN a bigger
strain coming back than I
thought," said Bean, the
mission commander "1 feel
a little bit weaker than when

I left I feel like I've got
tired blood "
Garriott
said
he and
Liuisiiia jogged a mile each
on Monday, "but at a much
slower rate than three
months ago before the
mission."
Lousma said il took him
only hours to lose the feeling
of
heaviness and
light
headedness
he
first
experienced alter returning
lo earth, but added. "1 feel a
little less energetic and I'm
more tired "
Bean, however, said the
astronauts notice a daily
increase in their strength as
their bodies readapt to
gravity and said no serious
problems are expected to
linger
"We
are physically
getting back to where we
started," he said

THE

SKYLAB

2

commander said they got
into the proper routine ol
exercise, sleep and lood
alter about 25 days in space
and felt very well
"We seemed to hit a
groove and lelt we could
have
stayed
there
indefinitely." said
Bean
"The Skylab 3 crew should
be able to go for an
indeterminate
length
of
time "
The Skylab 3 crew is set to
begin a 56-day
mission
aboard the space station in
November
Bean had high praise lor
the work of Garriott, who
was only the third scientist
astronaut and the first solar
physicist to ily into space
He said Garriott viewed
phenomena differently than

he and Lousin.t
liolh oi
whom are pilot astronauts
and contributed much lo Us
mission's icientifi< MM I esi
"I THINK the mission
would have been 50 \»'i cenl
less productive
without
Owen along
said Bean
"I'm rcaiw sold on Ihest
scientist astronauts There s
no substitute toi having a
variety ol types up there
Bean
said
the
three
experienced
occasional
Harelips ol o i italtofl hut II
was
like
a
lam 11)
argument
"We at tunes got a little
sharp with one anoihei \\>
lusscd a hit at each othei on
occasion
he said
You
could .see It cMBing II WOUM
happen anil then M would go
•wai

Cherry Hill
iMaugemesl by Owlets)

Two bedrooms completely furnished apt.
Patio Areas With Gas Grills
mach., Flroptaco. Color TV,
Fantastic Party House (Pool toblo. Plnboll
Kitchen Foclllti.i)
IndOOr POOl (locker rooms)

Gas Heating & Air Conditioning
Utilities Paid/ e.<.p-.i.«.r,«IIy

Cable TV — Food Waste Disposal — Gas Ranges
Refrigerator/Freezer — Wall to Wall Carpeting
Laundry Facilities in each Building
Village Wide Security System For Undisturbed Privacy

and

Barnstorm

MR. ED'S PIZZA PUB

OUR
NEW PHONE
NUMBER IS

8 p.m. Memorial Hall
Saturday Oct. 6
Tickets at UA0 Ticket
OFFICE 1st floor Union
$4.00
$4.50 reserved
Also at Finders Records

352-1411

Fall-On a 4 Person Rental Basis
12 or 9 mo. Lease

$

6500perpers<

Married Couple

$

1°5 oo per mo

RENTAL AGENT ON DUTY
SEE MODEL AT SUITE 5-SHERWOOD
Hours: 9-6, 7-9 Mon.-Fri„ Sat. 10-5, Sun. 12-5
853 Napoleon Rd. - Phone 352-6248 and 352-7324

"»

SIG EP RUSH

Cherry

Tonight at 7:30
at the

Sigma Phi Epsilon House
(next to the Commons)

Refreshments

Entertainment

•
•
•
•
•

IN THE UNION
LOCAL ARTWORK & GIFTS
GREETING CARDS
SUNDRY ITEMS
Hrs.
Mon thru Fn.
PHOTO SERVICE
8 am • 5 p.m.
CLASSROOM
Sat. 10 am. • 3 p.m.
Sun. 1 p.m. ■ 3 p.m.
SUPPLIES

Hill
Village

»»»•—
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Library under construction

Contiruciion worken new an busy laying bricks far tho naw

Brick

Wood County Public library. Tho facility, which should ba
complvted by next summor, it baing buMt on tho old tile of

/dyers

Howard's Bar.

While
students
were
lamenting the lots of the old
Howard's last spring, people
at the Wood County Public
Library were looking forward to the start of a new
home for the library.
Construction began this
summer on the SI.249.500
facility that will replace the
converted
schoolhouse
which has been serving as
the Wood County Library. It
is expected to be completed
by next summer.
Marian
Parker,
head
librarian, said lack of space
was the main reason for constructing a new building
The third floor in the present
facility can't be used for
storage because it lacks
enough reinforcement and
there is inadequate electricity. She said seating
capacity of 43 will be
expanded to 120 in the new
building.
With increased space, the
library will be able to use
what they have more efficiently, she said, and it will
be more available to people

THE FURNISHINGS in
the present library will be
used with S120.000 being
spent for new equipment
The new structure will
have two private soundproof
rooms where people can
type or study
Enlarged
space for periodicals will
enable the library to offer
more magazines and store
them lor longer periods
An expanded audio-visual
department is to include listening tables and equipment
to preview films
The local history section,
with information on Ohio
and Wood County, also will

be expanded.
A meeting room with
improved acoustics will be
available for film programs
The bookmobile will be
totally under cover with a
delivery truck being boused
in the building instead of
having to rent garage space
for it
The staff of 18 full-time
people is to be enlarged by
two and one-half people, she
said Hours are not expected
to change although there is a
possibility ol Sunday hours
FUNDING
FOR
the
library comes from an intangible tax on stocks and

Extra money for
books will not be sought to
increase the number of
books available, even though
shelves will not be filled in
the new library. Any increase will only be a reflection of higher prices, she
said.
A library builds 70 per
cent of its collection for
long-term use and books are
selected carefully so they
remain relevant, she said
The Wood County Library
is not interned to be competition for the University
library, although University

students do use it. Miss
Parker said. The public
library doesn't try to fulfill
curriculum needs of the University or elementary or
high schools in the county
but is designed for all citizens
Many University students,
particularly freshmen and
sophomores
from
small
towns, sbe said, come to the
public library before going
to the University one. They
may prefer a small library
or maybe they aren't quite
ready to tackle the University library.

Creative innovations maintain
Experimental Studies program
How is an independent
studios program affected
mire its budget has been cut
by one third''
"We've been hurl, but we
haven't
been
fatally
wounded,"
Dr
Trevor
Phillipdirector ol the
Experimental
studies
Program, said
The
program's
1973-74
budget was rut from S60.000
to 130.000 last year
THE
PROGRAM,
an
alternative to the regular
< l.issriKnn
environment,
oilers about 13 seminars on
topics
which
broaden
offerings
by
various
colleges
llr
Phillips
said
the
program previously offered
between 25 and 30 seminars,

mil because of the budgel
eat, the seminars had to be
decreased to 13.
"And that's where the
students feel it most." he
said
He said the program's
operating budget is used to
pay persons who conduct the
seminars
THE SEMINARS, which
meet once a week, provide
four hours of elective credit
and are graded on an SI
basis There is no grade or
class
requirement
for
participation
"We were permitted to
pay outsiders up to S1.0OO.
but now we have to pay
everyone a fixed rate of
WOO," he said
"The people who have

been hurt most are our
graduate students who will
be
conducting
the
seminars," he said.
Dr.
Phillips
said
the
people
who
need
the
program most are those who
need an outlet where they
can do off-campus studying
Presently,
there are
students
studying
in
Washington
and
Europe
through the Experimental
Studies Program
He also said there are
students in the program who
are receiving from one to 16
hours credit through an
independent
studies
program.
A student can pursue any
type ol research or project
as long as he finds a
professor who will support

The CAMPUS CHRISTIAN BOOKSTORE
is ready to serve you another year with
publications to meet your spiritual needs.
* BIBLES {living. NASB ScofMd)

• BOOKS

• GREETING CARDS
• RECORDS

the project
HE SAID if a student does
choose
the
independent
study route, it will not affect
the Experimental Studies
budget
because
those
students pay regular tuition
Dr. Phillips said il will
take creative ideas to keep
the program going "Money
would help, but it's not that
important."
he
said
He said many students
may
have
had
the
impression that administrators may have been trying to
cut the hardcore creative
programs.
"I think they are not.' he
said
"Naturally, decisions
have to be made about
money, and where it is logo
Someone had to be cut, and
unfortunately, it was us "

Campus Christian Bookstore

European self-reliance urged
NEW YOHK (API
A
committee
of
Western
statesmen
recommended
yesterday
that
Western
Kurope continue to move
toward
military
self
reliance and diminish the

Now Only

39*

16 02.

Doritos

Coca Cola

3 different
flavors

Sprite
8 or 89*
plus deposit

defeUM responsibility of the
I'nited States on the continent
The Committee of Nine
also said Japan's participation was necessary in efforts
to strengthen and stabilize

economic
arrangements
between North America and
Western Kurope. Sen Jacob
K
Javits (R-N.Y.I. the
committee
chairman
reported.
THE
COMMITTEE.

200 Motels jrr..
with Frank Zappa

THE PARTY STORE

59< Bag

tummor. Tho structure will provide expanded audio-visual facilities and a
larger local history department

UAO Campus Flicks

loom 303, Bank of Wood Co. Building
Mon Fn 10 a.m.-Noon. 1-4 pm.

CAWS
POTATO
CHIPS

Construction on tho $1,249.500 Wood County library building was started this

New library

Taco,cheese
and
Tortilla

lbag45*
Buy One, Get
One Free!

Friday and Saturday Oct. 5-6
6

8:15

10:30

210M-Sc

composed of
prominent
West Europe and North
American statesmen, was to
present the report of its two
year study to the international secretariat of the
North Atlantic Alliance in
Brussels yesterday, Javits
said in a statement
The report contains an
assessment of 10 years in the
future security, economic,
political and Inter-parliamentary relations among
the
Western Allies and
recommendations
European-American
security policy in the coming
decade involves pursuit of
two seemingly contradictory
objectives, the report said"Maintaining an adequate

love
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Beer — Wine
Imported Champagne

Fleece
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THE
WOOSTER
352-8723
Across From
The
Tracks

WINE
SHOP

425
E. WOOSTER

J

ST ADIUM VIE) N
PLAZA

Above Offers Good From Sept. 27 thru Oct. 28

A Large Selection
Of Deli-Items
Including BAGELS

military balance and promoting a detente with an adversary
IT SAID overt aggression
was much less likely in
East-West
relations
that
external political pressure,
and
maintained
political
cohesion among Western
states
"is the necessary
condition for detente diplomacy
In economics, the committee
recommended
"a
reformed
international
monetary
system
that
should provide for stable
parities, based on an internationally-agreed
unit of
account, and suitable adjustments in such parities as
frequently as necessary ."
It also called for gradual
reduction and elimination of
tariff and nontariff trade
barriers and adoption of
policies to bring agricultural
production into line with
demand
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WBGU-FM provides
listening alternatives
By Rate HMC
Coey Editor
Not everyone who turns on a radio is
seeking an hour of popular rock, easy
listening music or the home team's
sports event.
Believe it or not. some listeners
actually prefer classical music, jazz
and controversial talk shows.
WBGU-FM tries to provide an alternative for listeners who prefer the
somewhat unusual radio fare An
educational radio station. WBGU
doesn't try to figure out what types of
programming would appeal to toe
largest number of people
"We nope our listeners are liberal
enough to say What am 1 going to
learn from what you have on today0'."
said Frank W Baker, director of the
FM station
He said the programming is geared
toward persons with higher education
than the average radio listener
"WE FEEL WE have an audience of
listeners open to different attitudes and
ideas.' said Baker
Baker became director at the station

in late August. He had been associated
formerly with Toledo stations
He said he always has been in love
with radio
"As a teeny bopper. 1 was always
hanging around the station." said
Baker He was in commercial broadcasting for six years before being
appointed director of the campus
station
Like directors of other University
departments. Baker is feeling the
crunch of a low budget The station is
now on the air 12 hours daily By broadcasting 84 hours weekly, the station is
eligible for funds through the Corporation for Public Broadcasting
HE ADDED that the station also
must have three full-time personnel on
the staff and that a licensed radio
operator must be on duty whenever the
station is on the air
Funds also may be solicited from
local businesses to sponsor a broadcast. Baker said the only attribution
the station can guarantee to the
sponsor is a mention at the opening and
closing of the show
Baker says he intends to take advantage of free programming made available by various organizations
The station will broadcast the School
of Music concerts but will not use
theater productions because of broadcasting rights fees
Baker said he would like to see a
group of actors get together and perform radio dramas for the station
"WE COULD CALL them the WBGU
players-or something." he suggested
"The station is not being utilized to
the fullest as it would be if we had
more money." Baker said

nunft »». vofew

Baker said a typical educational
radio listener is a loyal listener and
stays with the station even though he is
not especially enthused about a parti
cular program He added that listeners
have sent letters to the station commending certain programs.

Featherstitch coming
for Saturday's show
Appearing with Joe Walsh and Barnstorm at Saturday's concert will be
Featherstitch, a complex band of many
sounds
The group consists of five including
Mike Delaney who has trained with Joe
Walsh Harry Muradin is flautist and
singer. Phil Giallombardo. formerly of
James Gang, is the organist; Mark
Frazier. drummer, and Scott Sheridan,
bass player
Flute is often in the foreground of
Featherstitch music Their music
encompasses light, airy sounds as well
as more serious melodies
Their range has included a concerto,
circus tunes, love songs and social
commentaries They have been
acclaimed in Cleveland as "voluble,
competent and entertaining "
Joe Walsh, former lead guitarist for
the James Gang, got his group Barnstorm together over several months

The band has released two albums
Barnstorm" and "The Smoker You
Drink. The Player You Get "
WALSH CLAIMS the fun of being a
musician is in making it to the top. not
in being there His philosophy is part of
the explanation for his break with The
James Gang He also explains that
Barnstorm may not be a permanent
group but could easily break up when
Walsh has decided the band has gone as
far as it is going
As a writer, Walsh says he writes
best when he's sad, tired, physically
abused or on the road.
Tickets for the Saturday concert are
on sale at the Union Ticket Office.
They are M. general admission, and
U 50, reserved All tickets will be $5
the day of the performance.
The concert will be at 8 p.m in
Anderson Arena.

"We know they're out there somewhere." Baker said of the station's
audience.
THE STATION has received good
response to
"Command Performance." a Sunday afternoon program where classical music requested
by listeners is played, he said
From 1-7 p.m. on Saturday. WBGUFM broadcasts jazz music Progressive rock is on the air Saturday from 7
p.m. to lam
Baker noted that while the philosophy of FM radio once differed from
AM radio philosophy, stations on both
cycles now seem to have the same
objectives
He said the FM signal is clearer than
AM Better sound and fidelity also is an
asset of FM radio, he added
While it is possible to broadcast in
stereo on FM stations. WBGU-FM is
not equipped for stereo.
The station is located at 88 1 on the
FM dial

WBGU-FM
station

In providing on alternative as an oduralronol radio nation. WBGU-FM •Hare a
variety erf riosticol and |oii musk as wad a* nawt thaws. Tha tacartist, located
ot 413 South Hat, — used far hrsodcaslina H hams aach day.

Concert policy faces first test
By Raady Kickardt

The University s concert policy, con
laming a no-drinking and no smoking
clause, gets its first major test at the
Joe Walsh concert Saturday in Ander
son Arena
"We're caught in the middle A lot of
people want to smoke and drink at con
certs and a lot don't." according to
Cultural Boost Chairman. Larry Whiteleather Whiteleather appealed to all
concert-goers to refrain from smoking
and drinking
Many concert-goers might balk at
this decision, stating a rock and roll
concert without drugs is incomplete,
just as a football game would be
incomplete without a hotdog and beer
Yet. University administrators have
set forth concert guidelines
WHITELEATHER said no persons
carrying alcohol will be permitted
inside Anderson Arena Ticket takers
there will be watching for liquor
bottles, however, they will not try to
screen (f risk I people for drugs. Anyone
suspected of being high will be barred
from entering.
Ushers, Whiteleather said, will act
as a buffer between students and
warning and asking people to put out
lights The ushers will be students with
power to take alcohol and cigarettes
away from audience members
Persons from the Karma drug center
will be at Anderson Arena to deal with
drug problems. Police, Whiteleather
said, will not dominate the concert
floor
"THE OFFICERS don't want to be
that visible," he said, "because they
know the bad connotations which their
uniforms present."
Public intoxication and smoking
inside Anderson is prohibited by law.
thus the regulation According to
Whiteleather. state money is indirectly
led to the Union Activities Office

(U A.O I and could be cut ofl if laws
are violated flagrantly Also, the
University could prohibit future
concerts No one on either side of the
fence made a statement on ending
concerts, but the power lo stop them is
with the admimslr.iiion. Whiteleather
explained
Reserved seating will be another
first' al the Joe Walsh concert All

feature

headline the first fe* fRm evening, sponsored by Middle doss Youth. The Mint
wi be shewn at 7 and 9 p.m. tomorrow, Friday and Saturday in 105 Hanna
Hal. Admits ten is $1. Middle Oast Youth is a student organisation financed
through admits ten fees la their entertainment events. Persons interested in
working, at the thowwtfs or with advertising should contort Lynn Robinson,
354-1331.

Whiteleather is confident the
students will obey the new concert
policies He said he was satisfied with
the crowd at last week's "Wizz Kids"
concert
"That concert instilled
confidence in the right people." he
said

Stones into new sound
By Frask Johnson

First off. let me tell you that I'm not
going to sit here and convince you that
the Rolling Stones is the greatest rock
and roll band in the world I do think
that they are one of the best of the
more popular groups, but I hardly
think they're the greatesl. and this probably because of Jagger s exploits and
the incredible press that he receives.
The Stones do have quite a large
following, as evinced by (he turn-out
for last year's American lour And
whenever new Stones material
appears, a large interest is generated.
More than a year has passed since
their last album. "Kxil on Main
Street", came out And you may or
may not like their newest set. "Goats
Head Soup "
You might not like it if you remember the old days when the Stones used
to play rock and roll.
LET'S FACE it lot has happened
since "Exile " The HS. tour, the Nicarraguan relief concert, and the live
album that was to appear but got
canned because of legal hassles with
their old manager I really think
"Goats Head" is not worth the wait.
First exposure from the album
comes from the album's single.
"Angle", which is a slow, sluggish
piece that is extremely un-Stone-ish.
Listening to Mick Jagger trying a
ballad is ludicrous enough, but the
addition of overly lush strings only
adds supreme insult to this disastrous
injury By the time the lune resembles
something like rock towards its latter
part, these strings have already laid
waste Ihe whole thing
"Dancing with Mr D" is the
album's opener, rolling in the usual
Stones style. This may,well be the best
tune on the album, skipping back to the
Stones' earlier days, as did much of
"Exile " This track features the
typical Stones arrangement three
guitars wailing away, with a single
bass, drums, piano, and the droning
vocals, headed by Jagger
The formula is changed only slightly
on the second out "100 Years Ago", as
Nicky Hopkins' piano on the first song

concerts begin

Double

back chair around midcourt could be
reserved at some concerts, he said

'Goats Head Soup'

Music school

Tha Hrasian Thaotra Mm "Martian Spots •arty" and "Rssfsr Modnast"

seats on the tarp-covered floor have
been sectioned off and numbered. The
popular tarp area will be reserved
These seats will cost $4 50
Bleacher seats will be considered
general admission General admission
isH
According to Whiteleather. reserved
sealing policies could change with each
concert promter For example, seat-

The School of Music begins fall
concerts this evening with a French
horn concert. Presented by faculty
member, David Rogers, the
performance will be at 8 p.m. in
Recital Hall. School of Music.
Faculty member Vernon Wolcott
will perform an organ concert Sunday
at > p.m. His concert is in Recital Hall,
School of Music.
A tuba concert will be presented by
Ivan Hammond Wednesday. Oct. 10.
Beginning at 8 p.m.. the concert is set
for Recital Hall.

is replaced by Billy Preston's clarinet
THE STONES continue to rip off
rock music from the '50s as in "Silver
Train" with much of the guitar work
traced back to Chuck Berry's golden
days. Another half decent tune is "Doo
Doo Doo Doo Doo (Heartbreaker I"
with a horn section, which thankfully
doesn't distract as did the strings on
"Angle."
The Stones, during their recording
life span of over a decade, have probably done everything there was to do
with rock music. So it seems like they

just have to do it all over again, but in .i
different locale Instead of the usual
English recording studios, this new sel
was done totally in Jamaica And with
a few fairly well-known keyboardsmen
like Nicky Hopkins lone time with the
Jefferson Airplane) and Bill Preston
I who got his start with Ihe Beatles)
It seems that these young new
players are keeping these bunch of old
fogeys together I found "Goats Head
Soup" to be a generally disappointing
set from "the world's greatest."

Scen&tia
Satire on marriage
makes touching film
By Brsce Glover
If the average American marriage is as neurosis ridden as the marriage in
'Blume in Love", the whole country may be in analysis before Ihe decade is
out Hopefully this isn't so; that writer, director. Paul Mazursky has just
served up a hypothetical slice of a very crumbling wedding cake.
The marriage being disected is that of Blume. a divorce lawyer, played by
George Segal, and his wife Nina, a welfare worker aptly handled by Susan
Anspach.
The Blumes seemingly have an idyllic marriage until the Mrs returns early
from work one day to find her hubby busy working in the bedroom with the
secretary; and as put by Nina, "she didn't have her dictaphone either " So the
divorce lawyer is soon busy on his own marital demise whose proceedings are
intermittently interrupted by an hysterical Shelley Winters, doing what she
does best-an hysterical Shelley Winters, whose own marriage is going down
the drain due to a certain mammoth mammalian airline stewardess
THE BLUMES get their divorce and each partner takes a lover. Blume
"sees" Nina every lime be makes love to Evelyn, his new girl, but Nina is
quite happy with Elmo, a drifting musician played by who else but that
musical drifter himself. Kris Kristof ferson
Elmo and Blume become good friends-getting high together and eating
raisin bread, but Nina will have nothing to do with her ex. who is trying
desperately to win her back. So the three of them, Blume, Nina and Elmo sit
around and sing songs about Elmo's pet goat, Chester
Blume s lover, Evelyn has by this tune become tired of the whole sordid
affair, so she packs her Olga's in a manila folder and leaves Blume Seeking
consolation he finds Nina alone in her house (Elmo went to see "Gone With
The Wind" for the eleventh time), rapes her. gets slugged for his efforts by the
returning Elmo and the whole melee somehow untangles by the end.
But that's not before we are subjected to numerous flashbacks to Venice
where the Blumes honeymooned-or were they flashforwards' Anyway, what
could have been a real schlep ending becomes something beautiful and
touching due to some fine acting and directing.
Good movies are a premium at the present time and although "Blume In
Love" is far from a classic, it is worth seeing if you feel inclined towards a
sophisticated satire on the American marriage and how it works or doesn't
work. The script becomes trite at times; "Loveislikeabirthmark-if it s there
you can't hide it" but it certainly beats never saying you're sorry-which I
wasn't.
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Propane is essential in
Indiana lor farmers to dry
crops and for rural or
isolated residents to heat
their homes Home use
accounts for 75 per cent of
propane usage in Indiana

THURSDAY IS STUOCNT NITE AT THE
CIA ZEL 4 CINEMA II THEATRES - SI.00 t 1.0.
STABIUM „

NOW 2nd WEEK
Eva. at 730 9:30
Sat. Sun. Mat. at
2004:005:45

and now I he film...

and agricultural production
IV per cent.
MORRIS' office hat
estimated a 66 milliongallon shortage of propane
in Indiana this year if
demand remains the same
as last fall and winter.
Purdue University experts,
however, have forecast at
least a 20 per cent increase
in demand and possibly
more if Indiana has a severe
winter
Nevertheless. Indiana remains less pinched than
many other states For this
reason. Morris has opposed
propane allocation

St Aloysius
Annual Fall

FESTIVAL
S. Summit

"JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR

"IN ONE way. I'm glad
they finally decided to do
something.'' Morris said
"At least now. it may get
some public attention."
But he said mandatory
allocation still will mean
less propane in Indiana than
anticipated, with a lot
siphoned into the Plains
states
The propane program,
designed to work mainly on
the wholesale level, requires
fuel distribution on a
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Thousands of Topics
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ANOKMAN II WISON I ilm

He testified against the
proposal at an Interior Department hearing
in
Washington last month and
reported later that be was
told the program would take
effect Sept 14 The White
House extended the deadline
for accepting comment on
the proposal through that
date.
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priority basis to past
customers in proportion to
what they received last
year. That base was added
after the September bearing
he attended, Morris said,
and the list of priority uses
was expanded from six to 10.
Another change. Morris
said, was a procedure for
users to apply for additional
allocation over last year's
figure Dm be said that
measure might be too late to
help Hoosier farmers with
their grain drying this fall.
If a guy got 800 gallons
last year and needs 1.600
gallons this year, by the
tune they get done fiddling
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this time to project the full
impact on Indiana, but those
most affected are likely to
be commercial and
industrial propane users,
which account for 6 per cent
of the usage in Indiana.

ONE PROBLEM with
federal control, Morris said,
is faulty information
He said the Interior
Department estimated last
month that agricultural use
of propane in Indiana last
year was about IS million
gallons Morris said with a
dry fall, Hoosier farmers
will use about 40 million
gallons and with a wet fall
like last year up to 65
million
He said there is no way at
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around with his application
in Washington, the harvest
season will be gone,'' Morris
explained.
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Meetings set

THERE IS a priority for
commercial requirements
under 15.000 gallons a year,
but that's only about half a
tank car. Morris said.
Beth Morris and a spokesman for Gov. Bowen said
they were relieved that the
propane program recognized the high priority need
for conserving propane for
home and farm use

Application
for
spring
quarter student teaching
will
be held
Monday.
Oct. 8, in the Dogwood Suite.
Union
Meetings will be held at 1.
2. 3.4. and 5 p.m.
Those planning to student
leach must attend at least
one of the meetings
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DOORS OPEN 11 30
DON'T MISS IT

MIDNIGHT MOVIES

WrdfWay. OrtabtT ». IWl
(hildmirs t'nlunitwl will huld an uriianiulioiul
meelini; Iroin 9-10 p in in tin1 River Kuoni ul the
I in..ii lo net activities going for the new quarter
The Swan flub will hold a meeting lor any women
interested
in
synchronized
swimming
in
the
N.II.IIHI mni at 8 p m You need not be in the area of
physical education to be eligible Bring a sull and an
1 11 card
The Women s tlolt Team will hold a short meelmg lor
all women interested in competitive goll at 8 30 in
room 100 of the WomensOym

50 Second Prizes:
Columbia 10-speed bikes

The Student s International Meditation Society will
hold an introductory lecture on transcendental
meditation at 8 p m in room 220. Math Science
building The lecture is tree and open to the public
The Student I International Meditation Society will
hold an advanced lecture lor those who practice Iranscendnlal meditation in room 238 in the Math Scienc*
building at 6 30 p m

Guess the
number off

The Student s International Meditation Society will
hold a meeting in the Perry Room of Ihe I'nion from I3pm They will be checking lor those who practice
transcendental meditation

staples in
the jar.

The 1964 Herman film
Tomo Krogrger
will be
presented al 7 p in in room 210 of Ihe Math Science
building The lilm is in Herman with Knglish subtitles
andu tree and open to the public

no-scratch base, only $2 67"
f ill m coupon or send post
card No purchase required
Entries must be postmarked by
Nov 30 1973 and received by
Dec 8. 1973 Final decision by
an independent ludgmg organization Pities awarded to entries nearest actual count In
C8M ol tie. a drawmq determines winners Oiler subiect
to all federal, stale and local
laws Void m Fla andWash
and wherever prohibited
or restricted
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"It's doubtful anybody can
come up with any plan that
makes everybody happy,"
said William J. Watt.
Bowen's
executive
assistant
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There will be a Women's Recreation Association Leg
Board meeting lor all members, representatives, and
officers, at 7 p m in the Alumni Room of the Union
I'anhellenic Council reports that all rushes have been
postponed (or approximately 2 weeks until the
sorority renovations are completed Registration will
continue through October 12 in room 440. Student
Services building Meetings with Rush Counselors in
dorms on Wednesday. October 17. al Hi 00 p m

SELP WANTED
FMSCH'S aio SOY
ITS US-M
Pf HYSaUtG OHIO
Immadlflli
epenmgs on both day 4<
evening shifts for waitresses, hostesses, grill
cooks,
4
busboys
Benefits Include: meals,
uniforms, paid vacations
and hospitaliution plan
Apply in person to the
manager
FRISCH'SBIGBOY
874-7W7
Drivers with own carshourly pay plus mileage
Apply al Mr Ed's Pizia
Pub.
Male & Kern -full 4 part
tune, days 4 nighls
Must be 18 or over Apply
In
person.
Rudy's
Hotdogi.m South Main
Waitress
needed
Byrnwyck Country Club

Maumee.
865-2391
Reader's
pay. Call
5997

Ohio

Phone

wanted--will
Colleen 352

Habysiller -nights
and
weekends
Experience
with
handicapped
children 352 0027
Croup or singles interested in entertaining in
Kindl.iv area weekends
contact Office at Fort
Kindla) Motor Inn. Ml
South Main Slrret-422
5431 Art lor Mildred
Part-tune position-child
silting 4 light housework
Mon-Fri « Will pay
well 35KHI4
Experienced Bass player
needed Call 3SMM6
Opportunities available
no experience ntcessary
Immediate rewards from

helping
others
Tutor
children, plan recreation
lor children and aged
Call 3527534 for more
'information
Credit
toward Kd Work exper
lence
Meeting. Thurs
ii. i 1.6pm .ii I i F

WANTED
Commuting
partner
needed from Ann Arbor
in 11 i. Call Kimsha 372
2026
Need 2 girl lor 2-bed fur
Apt.
Please
contact
Cindee after 5 00 p m at
311E Merry Ave. Apt 3
Wanted one bike cheap
Call 352-8742 alter 5 pm
Needed 1 male to share
4-man Apt close lo campus Call 352-6006
Wanted Two chair seat
tickets
for
the T I1
game Ph 3M-4M4

SERVICES OTTERED
Intermediate
yoga
classes lasanas, pranayama. 4 meditation >
Wednesday
evenings
372-0334
Reliable Abortion Service 24 hour service,
clinic close to area 1 to
24 week terminated by
licensed certified obstetrician
gynecologist
immediate
arrangements will be made with
no hassle Call collect
21K31-1M7.
Watch cleaning 4 repairing at The Working Hand
Craft
Center
515
Conneaut.
Like Sailing' Charter a
22 fooler $10 per person
or $40 a day 362:387 or
507 Ed Bldg
One of a kind gdts made
to your own design-fine
handcrafted jewelry and
ceramics-photography,
macrame. candles
122
Pearl Street Mad Artists
Colony-second
house
from
S.
Main
Open
every evening
Come to VATANS at 10$
N Main Celebrate their
4th anniversary

PERSONALS
Use your Black Power,
register to vote today

Registration
3 30 1 mun
Need

Bus

Help'

1 lo

Call

CHRISTUNG
352037s
any hour, any day
Service lo Others Alph.i
I'hi Omega Kraternily
Information
Night.
Faculty Lounge. Cnion
7 30
Register your discontent
register to vote today
Registration Bus I 303 30 t'nion
A Gamma Phi-Sigma Nu
pinning'
Were really
happy for you Deb'
your Sisters
We're always sure of
having a fantastic time
with the Delts' Thanx lor
the great lea' --Gamma
Phis
The 1st tea ol the quarter
really did rate. Chi Os
say thanks Kappa Sigs. il
was great'
Bad officials are elected
by good citizens who
refuse
to
vote
Registration Bus 1 30-3 30
I nion
A Hairy Buffalo-our kind
of tea. Thanx much DUs
from the XiS
Congratulations Michelle
on being chosen Miss
Petite l' S A
Xi s are
mUfaty proud of you
Former football player.
Bill Strickland, returns
to B G for a limited
engagement at Petti s
Alpine
Village-entertainment Weds . Thurs .
Fn , Sat. 8 00 pm till
1 00 a m in the lounge
You won it. now register
to vote today Registration Bus 1 30-3.30 Union.

MISC. FOR SALE
Full set of NW golf clubs
bag.
cart
Panasonic
casette tape plaver-rec
and tapes 686-4133
80 watt component stereo
8125 00 Call 354-4941
10 speed bike, one year
old Boys. Gitane $100
3M-4S41
Sears Kenmore refrig
15 cu Ideal for dorm
use Ph 352-9352

Golf clubs 4 bag 1969
Wilson
Staff
Good
shape
Must sell, will
bargain Call t'niv Goll
Course
1968 USA Motorcycle. 500
c c . excellent. must see
$700 lirm 352 5449
Turquoise hida-bed 4 end
table,
good condition
Both $25 352 7275
Complete double bed and
Gas Range 354-6642
Panasonic 8 track car
player
w FM
stereo
Standard
8-track
re
corder deck 25 tapes
352-8381
Nikkromat
body
or
Nikkromat EL body with
or
without
accessory
lenses Almost new 372
2732

AUTO'S FOR SALE
73 Camaro LT 350-V8
Automatic. PS. PB. Fm
stereo w tape 352-5561
or 352 7520
66 Chevelle Malibu. 283
pwr pk 3 speed. Excellent
transportation
Body needs work Radial
tires,
clutch,
exhaust
systems, gas tank, all
new $295 or best offer
Call 372-2M3 or 372-2963
anytime
1967 Ford 2-door hardtop
Call 352-6839 after 4 30 on
weekdays
66 VW. good condition
Extras 6W-4475
61 Chevy Impala exr
cond
PS.
V-g.
new
shocks $290 35271117
69 Chevelle Sta Wag . 6
cyl. std . yellow. 68.000
mi. Lovingly cared for
$750 Ph 3M-0131 after
600pm
69 VW Van. blue-white,
great
on
gas.
New
engine, clutch Findlav.
422-1530. $ 00-7 00 any
weekday

FOR RENT
2 Apli
for rent-both
have central beating 4
air., two bedrooms, bathroom 4 a half, kitchen,
carpeting, fum . special
rates 352-0020
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Toledo's pass offense threat to Falcons
ByJickOBreis
ExeCTtrre gp.ru Edltsc

tremely
added

One o( tbe sore spots in the
Bowling Green defense thus
(sx has been the lack of a
pass
rush
against
tbe
opposing team's quarterback.
"I was not very pleased
with our pass rush because I
don't really think we had
one." said Falcon football
coach Don Nehlen after
BG'i 31-20 victory over Western Michigan in the home
opener
But let's not forget, they
(the Broncos) have excel
lent pass protection, ex-

excellent."

he

Saturday the Falcons will
meet Toledo, the league's
leading team in the forward
passing offense category.
Sophomore Gene Swick is
the Rockets' signal caller
SWICK. a 6'2".
188pounder. was ranked third in
the nation in total offense
and 12th in the nation in
passing before last Saturday's encounter with Ohio
University
Against
the
Bobcats.
Swick completed 20 of 24
passes for 287 yards and ran

for two touchdowns. He
carried the ball 24 times for
85 yards to lead Toledo in
the
rushing
department.
Swick s 352 yards total
offense
was the fourth
highest in Mid-American
Conference i MAC) history.
"He's 75 per cent of
Toledo's
offense."
said
Nehlen
Swick is averaging 276
yards per game in total
offense after three outings
this season He has completed 46 of 68 passes (68 per
cent) for 683 yards and six
touchdowns Swick also has
rushed for 151 yards in 66

Booters meet Bishops
ByJImMaagaae
Aaslstaat SfMru Edittr
Bowling Green's soccer
team goes after its second
win in as many starts
tonight at 7 30 when it meets
Ohio's sixth-ranked Bishops
at Ohio Wesleyan University
(OWU)
Falcon head coach Mickey
Cochrane points out that
OWU has a strong team with
good depth
"Ohio Wesleyan has a
very fine team with stronger
personnel then Kent State."
said Cochrane
While BG beat Kent Slate
last Saturday (6-2). OWU

battled the Dayton Flyers to
a 2-2 tie Cochrane said
OWU's performance against
Dayton does not indicate
their potential
BUT COCHRANE isn't
pessimistic
about
the
Falcons'
chances
in
tonight's game either
"We've got the most
experienced team in our
history and we've got good
depth all around." he said
BG will start the same
line-up it employed against
Kent State outside left. Bob
Boss,
inside
left.
Rich
Cotton, inside right. Warren
Heede. outside right. Tim
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Falcon booters play their
first home game of the
season
Friday
against
Miami The 3 30 p.m. game
will be played on the soccer
field adjacent to the Ice
Arena tennis courts

Hocke

Pro football
UWIOM cowmwo
■AsramavwoN

Davis, left halfback. Bud
Lewis, right halfback. Steve
Cabalka.
left
fullback.
Glenn Jost. fullback. Greg
Brooks,
fullback.
Dave
Dyminski.
and
right
fullback. Paul Wayne Gary
I'almisano will be in the net
tonight,
replacing
Bill
Heyne. who handled the
goaltending in Saturday's
game
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The t'leveland Crusaders
of the World Hockey Association will play their second
exhibition game at the
Bowling Green Ice Arena
tonight at 7 30 against the
Chicago Cougars
The Cougars are led by
Keith
Magnuson. former
Chicago Blackhawks star of
the
National
Hockey
League
Tickets are on sale at the
Ice
Arena,
with
adult
reserved priced at 12 50 and
student tickets 81

attempts, an average of 50.3
yards per contest.
"If we don't do something
to their iToledo's i quarterback, we'll be in for a long
day." Nehlen said regarding

BG's plans to stop Swick
TOLEDO HAS a much
more
diversified
pass
offense than Western." he
added
They throw the ball

Scon I on, Howard
nomed coptoins
Senior
forward
Brian
Scanlan and junior Skip
Howard have been voted cocaptains of
the
1973-74
Bowling Green basketball
team
which
will open
practice Oct 15
Scanlan. a second-team
all-Mid-American
Conference
selection
last
season,
is
a
two-year
starter The 67" product of
Lakewood
High
School
averaged 12 points and six
rebounds per game last

season He also was named
BG's most improved player
Howard,
the Falcons'
610'' defensive specialist
from Dayton Dun hat High
School, merited all-league
honorable mention as a
sophomore He posted a 12.3
scoring mark and a 9 2
rebound average
Howard
was named the team defensive
player of the-year
after rejecting 49 shots by
opponents

in every way. shape and
form. They have a great
quarterback and excellent
receivers."
Toledo will use the rollout, drop-back, play-action
and cross country (against
(he grain! types of pass
offenses
Three Rocket receivers
have caught more passes
(hus far than BG's leading
receiver
Roger
Wallace,
who has II catches for 215
yards
Toledo's light-end
Don Seymour and split-end
John
Ross have each
grabbed 13 tosses while
speedster Randy Whately
has 12
"They tthe Rocketsi are
definite title contenders."
said Nehlen
We'll be
lighting for our lives just
like we do every week."
Both Bowling Green and
Toledo are averaging more
than .180 offensive yards per

Mark (Horer says:

SOUTHERN
California,
which had been first since
the season started, slipped
to fourth place after its 14game winning streak was
halted by Saturday's sevenall tie with Oklahoma
"You can't be second
after only two games."
Hayes protested.
"Now
we'll have to go after
everyone
harder."
Tbe
Buckeyes practiced for only
two hours Monday in what
Hayes called a "coming
back" day.
He said the team just
loosened up in a light
practice and that work

would start in earnest again
Tuesday.
Converted
linebacker
Bruce Elia appeared to have
the inside track on tbe job of
veteran
fullback
Harold
"Champ" Henson. who was
carried
off
tbe
field
Saturday with torn knee
ligaments

varsity He is a former allNew Jersey
back who
moved to linebacker last
year.
Also in the competition for
Henson s spot is sophomore
fullback Brian Hashnagle.
The Pittsburgh native has
been a starting wingback for
the Buckeyes

ELIA, a six-foot-one inch.
212-pound
junior,
played
fullback with the junior

HENSON came out of
Saturday's game after a
short gain near the end of
the first period. He led the
nation in scoring last year
with 20 touchdowns and had
accounted for two Ohio State
touchdowns in each of the
Buckeyes' first two games
this year.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

APTopZ*
Ohm Stale
Nebraska
Alabama
Southern Cal
Michigan
Oklahoma
Perm Stale
Notre Dame
Tennessee

(2-0)
(3-0)
(3-0)
(2-0-1)
(3-0)
(1-0-1)
(3-0)
(2-0)
(3-0)

10. LSI!

(3-0)

11.
12.
13
14.
15.
16.
17.
18

(3-0)
(3-0)
(1-1)
(3-0)
(3-0)
(2-1)
(2-0)
(2-1)

Oklahoma State
Arizona State
Texas
Houston
Missouri
UCLA
Miami (FU. I
Colorado

19.SMU

(3-0)

20 West. Va

(3-0)

Other
receiving
votes,
listed alphabetically:
Air
Force,
Arizona.
Auburn
Bowling Green. Georgia.
Kansas.
Maryland.
Memphis St . Miami of Ohio.
Mississippi St.. Richmond,
Tulane. Utah.

Nebraska
held
on
to
second place in the AP poll
with 10 first place votes and
a total of 897 after a 20-16
triumph over Wisconsin
Third was Alabama with
837 votes, after a 44-0
thrashing of Vanderbilt.
After Southern California
came Michigan with two
firstplace votes and a total
of 741 Oklahoma was next
with one and a half firstplace votes and a record of
one victory and one tie.
Penn State tallied three
firstplace votes and was
ranked
seventh
Notre
Dame was eighth with a
total
of 512 and an
unblemished record after
two games.

By Mark Glover
Assistant Sports Editor
Don't look now but the
Oakland Athletics may be
the new dynasty in the
American League
The Oakland
baseball
learn is blessed with the
same type of talent that kept
the New York Yankees on
lop for so many years The
As must prove themselves
worthy of such a title with
consistency They can do
thai by knowking off the
powerful Baltimore Orioles

in the American League
playoffs
Strangely
enough,
the
Orioles hope to regain a spot
on the American league
throne in the coming contest
lor the pennant In 1970 it
was stylish to refer to Haiti
more as the best team in
baseball
A World Series
loss to
(he
Pittsburgh
Pirates and the mod .looking
As changed this (alk in a
hurry
BALTIMORE
manager
Karl Weaver would like to

crush the Oakland upstarts
and bring back the "good old
days" of 1970 Weaver may
find this task too much to
handle
Pulling all of the publicity
on
the Oakland
"mod
squad"
aside,
the
As
possess
a
tremendous
wealth of talent
Speed,
power and pitching makes a
team
win
ball games
Mustaches only make you
look good.
When Oakland played the
Cincinnati Reds
in last
year's
World Scries,
it
became vogue to bill the

Mon. Oct. 8
* Mon. Oct. 8
Tues. Oct. 9
* Tues. Oct. 9
Wed. Oct. 10
* Thurs.Oct.il

Women's
Couples Dutch
Couples Team
Faculty/Staff
Men's Handicap
Men's Scratch
All Leagues Are 8 Weeks

Falcon
tailback
Paul
Miles received two national
honors Tuesday when United
Press International selected
him Midwest Back of the
Week and also awarded him
a spot in its national Hackfield ol the-Week.
Miles had one ol his best
performances during BG's
3120 win over previously
undefeated
Western
Michigan The Paulding. O .
native
scored
four
touchdowns on runs of 60. 8
and two 3 yard jaunts and

rushed for 190 yards against
a defense that was ranked
fifth in the nation.
"My job is to run through
holes They were there The
line did a great job in front
of me
As far as I'm
concerned, they should be
the Midwest
Line of theWeek. Miles said
Miles also was named to
the DPI backfield as a
sophomore when he ran for
192 yards and scored three
touchdowns against Kent
State

event a contest between
(he traditional Reds" and
the anti-establishment Athletics" Such publicity was
inspired by the (ough club
policies of Cincy manager
George '"Sparky" Anderson
in contrast to Oakland's
loose team rules
What the publicity hounds
overlooked is Ihe fact that
Oakland beal a lough Cincinnati team, and (hey did so
without the services of their
injured slugging star Reggie
Jackson.
THIS SEASON opened
with many experts taking a
dim view of Oakland's
'chances
The
attitude
prevailed thai the A's were
a one-year fluke A close
examination of the Oakland
personnel should have told
"the experts'" that the As
were pennant material
The same personnel came
through to win the American
League's Western Division
this year. This talent could
win the pennant for years to
come
The Oakland pitching slaff
has to be considered one of
the strongest in baseball
righl now Ken lioltzman
and Jim "Catfish" Hunter
are both 20-game winners
Hunter accomplished (his
feat even though he was out
much of the season with a
hand injury
VIDA
BLUE
has
straightened himself
out
after a disappointing season
last year. Blue is as tough as
any pitcher in the American
League at this time In (he
A's bullpen, reliable Rollie
Fingers fills the bill as a
strong reliever.
In the hitting department,
Oakland has a crew to warm

(he heart ol any manager
Joe Kudi. Keggie Jackson.
Deron
Johnson.
Gene
Tenace and Sal Bando could
make any all-star team a
winner Their power currently is making a winner of
the A's
Bill North and Bert Cam
paneris provide on of the
best speed combinations, if
not the best, in professional
baseball.
OAKLAND manager Dick
Williams is often criticized
for his frequent trips to the
mound during a game This
stalling tactic makes him
one of the favorite targets of
that universally known baseball fan called the "boo
bird "
Yet,
this same
careful and deliberate style
has made Williams successful in his job This fact
schould continue to be true.
Look for the American
League playoffs to go the
full five games With Baltimore having strength to
match Oakland in almost
every department,
the
contest promises to be much
more exciting than the clash
between the Cincinnati Reds
and the New York Mets in
the National League.
The Reds should claim
their pennanl in four games.
Dick Williams will take his
A's to their second straight
AL tide if he can get solid
pitching performances out
of Vida Blue and Rollie
Fingers.
These circumstances will
not only crown Oakland as
the new king of the American League, but provide a
World
Series
rematch
between two of the most
talented and exciting teams
in baseball

There will be a meeting for those interested in trying out for the intercollegiate
Traveling Bowling Team, Thursday, Oct. 4, 7
p.m., Faculty Lounge, Union
Associoled Prats Wk.pholo
Oakland Athletics star outfielder Reggie Jackson will play a

If you cannot attend phone UAO 2-2343

key role in his team's chances to win a second straight
SlUQQCr
"

American Uonui pennant Jackson, a strong candidate for
MVP honors, is confident the A's will beal the Baltimore
Orioles in the playoffs and repeat their last year World Series
performance.

Time

EXHIBITION

6:30 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
8:45 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

B.G.'s Precision Skating Group

The Falconettes

CLEVELAND
CRUSADERS

UAO Bowling Leagues
Type

UPI tabs Miles

Attention Men Bowlers

World Hockey Association

Starts

THE FALCONS lead the
overall
series
1914-4.
However, The Rockets have
won four of the last six

meetings with one ending in
a draw. Toledo also has captured the last four games
played at Doyt L. Perry
Field, including the 1971 encounter which drew a MidAmerican
Conference
record for a league contest
of 26.860 fans

Oaklond-new AL dynasty?

Buckeyes are No. 1
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) It really doesn't mean a
damn thing,'' said Ohio
State football coach Woody
Hayes after the Buckeyes
replaced
Southern
California as the No 1 team
in the Associated Press
national
college
football
poll
"It puts the beat on you It
means we'll just have to
work harder." Hayes said
Ohio State received 35 firstplace
votes
and
an
overwhelming 1.118 points
from the 61 sports writers
and broadcasters on the AP
panel after the Buckeyes
rolled to a convincing 37-3
victory over Texas Christian
before a record crowd in
Ohio Stadium

game They also have each
scored more than 22 points
in their three outings

HOCKEY GAME

All Interested Women Invited
to Try Out

Thurs.0ct.4
10 to 11 p.m.
Ice Arena

TOJVEIZ: ycuZ5£Lf

Gamt Time 7:30 p.m.

Chicago Cougars — Wed.. Oct. 3
$2 50 Bench Reserve
$2.00 Adult Gen Adm
$1 00 Child/Student Gen Adm

Cost $8.00 par parson (KOO/psrson for Couple's Dutch)
* New Leagues First OHered This Year

B.G.S.U. ICE ARENA

S*\**mm*3ri!k«1kmitl4*t*/ptn<m)

AT LOUpENVlLLC OCt 13
TICKETS AVAILABLE
AT ICE ARENA

AT THE

BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

Have A BalL.Bowl • Ph. 2-2343
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The Bone—
Bell reeks havoc on league
By Bessy Wkltc

Sporu Fdllor
Muhammad Ali made the
stinging left famous; the
same can be said about
Smokin' Joe Frazier with his
patented upper cut. and let's
not forget those George
Foreman haymakers.
All of the above persons
have one thing in commontheir boxers and all have
the natural ability to put a
person into dreamland by
giving
them
a
knuckle
sandwich.

name,
address
and
telephone number.
Now you may say that it is
an inhumane thing to do.
especially to a human being
running at top speed but in
the relentless
world of
football it's a means of
survival as well as respect.
Ah. respect, a trait that
every football player needs
to survive the gridiron wars
these days. A player must
get it by any means possible
and for Bell, being a tough
competitor in the Falcons'
defensive
secondary
has
been his trademark

TONY BELL is not a
boxer.
He's a football
player, a converted one at
that. He too has made his
name well known around the
league with a weapon that
has made many leery to step
on the same gridiron.

Bell's claim to fame. "The
Bone
When applied effectively.
"The Bone" can make the
mightrst of men turn to
meek kittens
Under the
statues of the league rule's
it (the Bone I has been
declared an illegal weapon
because with one swipe a
player will be counting to
three along with giving his

^OwCHy

TOMV MMCES £M HIAH ECU?
Jack O'Brer.a

Th«« B<; News

NOW IN his third year on
the BG varsity. Bell will
spend his last 10 Saturdays
patrolling opposing offenses
from his safety spot in the
BG secondary.
When
he
came
to
Falconland three years ago
as a wingback. speculation
had it that he possessed
more moves than Bobby
Fisher, a pair of feet fancier
than Sammy Davis Jr., plus
speed to burn He was truly
the Falcons' wingback of the
future
But after sitting out his
freshman year because of
eligibility problems, Bell
came on strong in his second
year and averaged 17 yards
per carry.
Problems set in fast in a

►3 PORTS

Teamwork will
pay off in end

Tu«»doy, October 3, 1973

THIS SEASON. BG opened with a rousing 41-14 rout of
Syracuse The Year ol the Team" was off to a good start
The Falcons wen- linked tied for 20th place in the first
Associated Press i \l'I major college loutball poll
Dayton was next on the Falcons schedule All indications
pointed to another slaughter IHi led Dayton 31-3 at one
point but hail to tight oil a late Flyer charge for a 31-16
triumph As a result, the Falcons fell from the Al' top 20
list.
Western Michigan proved a lough challenge but BG
managed to win. 31 20
Thirty per cent of the 1973 Schedule has been completed
and the Falcons remain unbeaten with three consecutive
victories But. that s nothing new 11(1 has started good the
past Iwo seasons The Falcons were 3 0 in 1971 and 3-0-1 last
year
"We've been building toward the 1973 football season ever
since I've been al Bowling Oreen." said 1'niversity
President llollis A Moore in a letter to the lans punted in
the football programs
"This then should he the pay oil year." he added
After three contests, all indications are this will be the
pay-off year and ltd will he in Orlando. Fla . playing in the
Tangerine Bowl Dec 22
The reason is teamwork

Hank and 1 more

The lady swingers also
took fifth place in the midSeptember Midwest Intercollegiate Golf Tolll n.uncut
at
Central
Michigan.
Michigan State captured the
36 hole event.
The next tour for the BG
women is next week when
they travel to Indiana University for the III Invitational.

1

Atlanta Braves' star Hank Aaron it a study ol
concentration

as

he

performances
have
surprised some people, the
least
surprised
is
Bell
himself who has become an
inspirational leader as well
as a player. ,
"I FELT PRETTY good
out there today because I
finally have the feel of what
I'm doing." he said. Bell
accounted for 14 tackles in
the Western game and he
attributed his fine effort to
the
changed
Falcon
secondary
"That man-to-man "D" is
sweet because now we don't
have to worry about a zone
(defense) and getting to
your designated areas." Bell
pointed out
I like to roam
and I consider myself a good
sticker and with that manto-man it's just me and
you."
Often when a player is
switched,
apprehension
takes awhile to escape the
inner thoughts along with
holding
back
good
performances
But with the enthusiasm
Bell has approached his new
employment, along with his
aggressive play and new
weapon.
Tone the Bone"
hasn't
wasted
anytime
making his presence felt
with much gusto among his
peers
Quick, fast and ouch'. in a
hurry

Kenny "White

Women golfers sixth
Bowling Green women's
golf team look sixth place
last weekend in the Illinois
State University Invitation
al
The B(! ladies were led by
Carolyn Treece. Pat Santor.
I.indy
Bastel.
Carol
Sommerville. Terrie Fair
and
Chris
Sharpe.
The
Falcons finished behind winner Illinois State and runnerUD Michigan State.

defense tsafety! because of
his height (6'3"l. quickness
and his ability to hit people
Rick Newman, who played
the cornerback spot last
year, was moved back to
Bell's wingback post.
Until this day, Bell has
been the sparkplug in the BG
defensive secondary unit
which is known as the ' Soul
Patrol ",
comprised of
Myron
Wilson.
Art
Thompson and Jesse Greathouse and they dished out
nothing but second thoughts
and headaches
If you were a witness at
Saturday's
game
with
Western Michigan.
"Tone
the Bone" threw a couple of
hut-patented instant stoppers
on few of the Broncos The
results were i.nmediate-an
instant eight count
Also during the course of
the afternoon Bell played
probably his best game of
the young season from his
centerfield spot He did an
excellent job backing up his
cohorts, coming up and
making
some
eye
squenclung hits, knocking
passes away, especially one
down around the BG oneyard line that saved a TD
He also intercepted a pass
and threw Larry Cates for a
loss when he blitzed from his
safety position.
Even
though
his
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A team of good football players doesn't necessarily
constitute a good football team
In the pasl Iwo seasons. Howling Green has had a number
ill excellent football players However, the Falcons have
been unable to win the Mid American Conference (MAC)
football championship Two mediocre campaigns was all
Bti could mutter
Last year, il appeared Bl il the Falcons might have the
personnel to capture the league title In the first game. Don
Taylor's 27 yard field goal made the difference as BO upsel
I'urdue, 17 14
The Boilermakers had an excellent group of football
players, eight of whom were picked in the lirst seven rounds
of the 197:1 National Football league draft I're-season
prognosticates picked I'urdue as one ol the top 20 major
college teams in the country Unfortunately for the Boilermakers, the season was a bitter one as they finished with a
6-5 record
The 1972 I'urdue football squad is a perfect example of a
group ol top notch player! that didn't make a championship
team
After dumping powerful I'urdue and league-contender
Miami on the road the Falcons seemed destined to capture
the MAC crown However, a 13-19 tie with Western Michigan
and a 14-10 loss to Kent State shoved the Falcons into the
MAC brhtosmald'l role lor the second straight year

variety of forms that kept
him from gaining a starting
berth. There was the case of
acute fumbilitis,
mental
mistakes and a fellow by the
name of Billy Pittman.
The
once
projected
greatness for Bell was no
more
after
suffering
through
a
lousy junior
campaign.
Bell
could
muster
only
75
yards
through the 10 game grind in
1972 along with harboring an
anemic 3.3 rushing average.
Such a campaign could not
go unnoticed by the coaching
staff after the kid from the
Steel City
(Youngstown)
gained 134 yards and sported
a 9.0 rushing average in his
initial
campaign.
Those
were
very
impressive
credentials for an athlete
absent from the game for a
year.
Along with the problems
of decreasing performance
in his statistics. Bell began
to wonder about his ability.
And when wondering sets in.
it usually starts the pitfall of
any athlete be he great or
average
DURING the summe. a
change was made that ga e
Bell a new lease on life and a
chance to prove that he is
just as good a player as
ever
His second chance
came when the coaching
staff
switched
him
to

views action

Sunday

Personally. I m quite glad that Hank Aaron did not get the
coveted homerun record Sunday in the Peach State when the
Atlanta Braves lost to the Houston Astros, 5-3 It was the
last game of the 1973 campaign
Now before you start letting your opinions flow freely, let
me rap about the situation which left "Hammerin' Hank"
one blast short of Babe Kuth's all time homerun record of
714 Aaron ended the year with 713
Say that Aaron did connect Sunday for the equalizer
Where would that have left him and what position would it
have left the grand old game?
Okay, all you computer whizzes get an A for predicting
Aaron would not gel the record this year.
Say that Aaron deposited number 714 in the leftfield
stands and also added number 715 Sunday.
The record has been established and broken Now comes
Ihe glamour part with all the publicity, engagements and
extra incentives of being the all-time gopher ball swatter.
IT COULD last for a long time for Aaron personally But
in the eyes of fans who followed the pursuit, the occasion
could possibly be placed in the backs of many minds, until
the start of the 1974 baseball campaign
The reason why it would be forgotten slightly is because of
the two great races in both the National and American
leagues this year which saw teams go down to the wire in
gaining playoff spots.
The Baltimore Orioles came on strong late in the
campaign after being affixed in fourth place of the
American League's Cast Division to clinch that playoff
spot
In the National League two of the greatest comebacks
were staged by the New York Mets, who Monday won the
K.istei ii Division of the National League after swimming
around in last for most of the year.
The Cincinnati Heds probably made the greatest
turnabout in its 105 year history when they clinched the NL's
Western Division after overcoming the Los Angles Dodgers
and San Francisco Giants in the battle royale
What it all boils down to is that with such great races such
as baseball has had this year, the fans tend to look forward
to the playoffs and the World Series

in

Atlanta between the Braves and Houston Astros.
Aaron rapped out three tingles but failed in his bid
to tie Babe Ruth » all-time home run record ol 714).

PUT THAT with Aaron trying to break Ruth's record and
put the two together and come up with the fan appeal The
thrill of a golden record broken or the heat of the fall classic

which may just see the Oakland A's and the Heds again or
possibly the Mets and the As and the Mets
As for the game of baseball itself, the game has lost much
of its popularity with the emergence of professional
basketball and football And let's not forget those hockey
lovers
In essence, much of the steam and excitement would have
escaped baseball, leaving only the possibility of another
year of great division races supplying the greatest
excitement.
With the pressure off Aaron s shoulders for five months
now ispring training starts in February) he can really
prepare himself to obtain the record with gusto and the
attitude to possibly put the record out of reach for modern
day ball players
The advantages of the situation speaks for itself Aaron
now has 162 games to accomplish the feat in 1974 And if he
produces at the plate next year as he did this season he could
finish the year with 40 home runs, leaving the new record at.
let's say. 753 round trippers
The Hammer already has said he will retire after next
year with 21 years under his belt, along with the termination
of his $200,000 two-year contract
EVEN THOUGH he will be 40 years old next season, the
slugger had an incredible year without playing the whole
182-game grind His season batting average hit the final
charts at .301. He had 40 homeruns and 84 runs scored along
with96 RBI's in only 392 appearances at home plate.
This production is a record in itself and is unsurpassed in
baseball history by a man of his age
As for baseball, the excitement will once again return
along with the bets and curious but anxious people awaiting
to sit in on history. If Aaron sets the record during the first
or last game of the year fans will have something to look
forward to.
Plus, the many stadium front offices will be licking their
chops at the packed ball yards where Aaron will appear in
the effort to set and establish a record
There's no doubt that both will benefit from the upcoming
'74 campaign. Baseball will get a legend while Aaron, well
let's just say he'll finally get his propers due him
To have such a feat entangled with the World Series, along
with competiting for the headlines with other national
sports, would have been a terrible waste
Think about it for a minute, it could possibly have
happened

NOW AVAILABLE
ON COLUMBIA RECORDS

FINDERS
RECORDS AND TAPES
WITH THE FINEST SELECTION AND EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 10-10 MON.-SAT. - 12-6 SUNDAYS

FINDERS RECORDS & TAPES

128 N. MAIN

